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SUMMARY
Currently, more than half of the world population is lacking from IT, or
telecommunication services. New technologies in IT, innovations in information systems
and the introduction of telecommunication in rural areas makes IT development more
affordable. However, these projects are “hampered by the planning methods of the
industrialized countries”. This leads to failing IT projects in rural areas in developing
countries. With right planning and specification of the project, pitfalls in the current IT
projects in rural areas in developing countries can be solved. The research described in
this thesis constructed a proof of concept of a requirements engineering framework to
support the process of development in healthcare systems, resulting in the following
research question:
Can a RE framework be developed, such that the requirements engineering process in
healthcare information systems development can be enhanced when utilized in the
context of rural hospitals in developing countries?

The implementation of IT in rural areas need more extensive engagement of designers,
needs commitment and consultation of a wide variety of local and ‘external’
stakeholders, and needs to be more flexible and efficient, aiming for a good allocation of
resources. The role of Requirements Engineering has grown in information system
development and has the goal to align the stakeholders’ needs with the proposed system.
The RE process, translating real-world goals to system specifications, is dependent on the
context the research is performed in. Therefore, the RE process should be aligned to the
context of rural areas when implementing IT these areas. This results in the need for
identifying the characteristics of IT projects in rural areas. With this knowledge, RE
processes in other projects can be compared with projects in rural areas. This comparison
is then used to propose a framework that customize current RE approaches to fit in this
context. This framework needs to be tested to examine the level of alignment with the
context of rural areas.
Important factors in healthcare environments are:
• Healthcare is characterized by complex processes for the care of patients
• Requires exceptional level of communication between healthcare specialists and
professionals and between different departments and institutions
• Need for constant evaluation and upgrading the healthcare systems
• User-centered design approach needed
Important factors in developing countries are:
• Compared to industrialized countries: Lacking skills, capacity, IT knowledge
• Cope with missing documentation, literature
• Need for long-term focus on IT implementations
• Coping with difference of perceptions, cultures, objectives and behavior between
designers and research subject
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From literature and the study in Haydom Lutheran Hospital, different methods are used
to construct the framework. The selected methods are considered suitable for using in a
RE framework to be used in rural hospitals in developing countries. The developed
framework in this thesis is constructed to better fit the needs and demands while
designing information systems in rural hospitals in developing countries. The proof of
concept is done mainly by implementing at Haydom Lutheran Hospital in Tanzania. The
assessment of the framework is done by points of criteria: engagement &
communication, quality & applicability and flexibility & maintainability and more specific
by: interaction between internal & external sources and flexible & effective allocation of
resources.
An important note is that most approaches for eliciting requirements are focussed on the
analysis of local stakeholders and environment. The research on factors for this context
concluded that alone local sources cannot define the whole set of requirements, even
when considering strong expertise from the designer or engineer. The assumption is that
a strong involvement of expertise is needed to come up with a complete set of applicable
requirements.
The involvement of stakeholders that the framework induces, the communication and
the flexibility of the framework is tested to assess the quality and the maintainability are
challenging to test and validate. Evaluating how the RE framework performs in the system
development lifecycle is inconceivable due to the short-term nature of the case study.
Generalizing the findings is a second issue with performing one case study, in one
context. To validate the framework, the design cycle should be continued so, that the
maintainability and the quality of the framework can be further validated. Also, the case
studies should be performed in various environments to give insight on how the
framework adapts to different contexts. To improve the validation, theoretical validation
is imposed and more qualitative methods are used to validate the case study. The model
can be improved by incorporating the lessons learned from this, and future, research and
reevaluate the framework.
Lessons learned are the way that the external researcher, or engineer, needs to act in
environments like these. It is crucial to find a balance to start the project with an openminded view and at the same time have sufficient knowledge to effectively initiate the
engagement with local stakeholders. A good balance in engagement and efficiency of the
process, between researcher or engineer and local stakeholders is needed. An important
lesson is that local stakeholders need to be made aware of the relation between the
short-term and long-term implications and actions. Therefore, communication and
proper engagement are key to the success of the project. Gathering from both on-site
analyses and external expertise, complemented the set of requirements. Direct and
continuous verification between these approaches ensured, the quality and applicability
of the requirements, together with the hands-on analysis.
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The framework can be further developed and validated by conducting project throughout
the whole information system development cycle. The design cycle should be continued
so, that the maintainability and the quality of the framework can be validated. The case
studies should be performed in various environments to give insight on how the
framework adapts to different contexts. To improve the validation, theoretical validation
is imposed and more qualitative methods are used to validate the case study. The model
can be improved by incorporating the lessons learned from this, and future, research and
reevaluate the framework.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 RESEARCH CONTEXT
According to Schuringa (2016), currently more than half of the world population is lacking
from IT, or telecommunication services. New technologies in IT, innovations in
information systems and the introduction of telecommunication in rural areas makes IT
development more affordable. However, these projects are “hampered by the planning
methods of the industrialized countries” (Schuringa, 2016). This leads to failing IT projects
in rural areas in developing countries (Heeks, 2016). With right planning and specification
of the project, pitfalls in the current IT projects in rural areas in developing countries can
be solved. During the initiation of these projects, typically designers or researchers,
design from their own context. It is crucial for the project that the designer is able to
perceive the system from the context in the environment of the to-be-designed system
and let go their ‘home’ context and culture (Heeks, 2016). In other words, a balance
needs to be found between the designer’s expertise and best practices, and the context
the system is functioning in and its practices.
Oftentimes, assumptions are made about the situation, the local skills and the objectives
of those stakeholders before starting an IT engagement and doing local research
(Southon, 1999). The implementation of IT in rural areas need more extensive
engagement of designers (Baskerville, 2015); needs commitment and consultation of a
wide variety of local and ‘external’ stakeholders (Heeks, 2011; Gambo, 2015), and needs
to be more flexible and efficient, aiming for a good allocation of resources (Drury, 2005;
Bunge, 2009).
The role of Requirements Engineering (RE) has grown in information system development
(Cheng, 2007). The goal of RE is to align the stakeholders’ needs with the proposed
system. Since the success of an information system basically can be measured by what
extend the system meets the purpose that is was intended for, RE is crucial to implement
IT successful. Defining, documenting and managing requirements is a complex task since
the designer needs a good understanding of all needs from every stakeholder, from the
context and environment and the dynamics and conflicts around the system, or
requirements (Cemeturi, 2014). The RE process, translating real-world goals to system
specifications, is dependent on the context the research is performed in (Nuseibeh,
2000). Therefore, the RE process should be aligned to the context of rural areas when
implementing IT these areas.
This results in the need for identifying the characteristics of IT projects in rural areas. With
this knowledge, RE processes in other projects can be compared with projects in rural
areas. This comparison is then used to propose a framework that customize current RE
approaches to fit in this context. This framework needs to be tested to examine the level
of alignment with the context of rural areas.
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After a more in-depth exploration of the situation of IT implementation in the next
paragraph give more context to the specific situation of this thesis and in the subsequent
paragraph, the research goal is explained.

1.2 BACKGROUND
To further explore the situation of healthcare systems in developing countries, more
literature is consulted. This is done in order to get a better understanding of: healthcare
in developing countries, the environment the research is conducted in and focal points
in healthcare information technology relevant for this research.

1.2.1 HEALTHCARE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
Currently the national healthcare system landscape of developing, and in particular subSaharan, countries is fragmented (Bunge, 2009). Both by governmental institutions as
well as by the many organizations involved in healthcare, many initiatives were started.
These initiatives are mainly isolated and there are many barriers to effectively share of
information. This concerns both between healthcare participants as internal and external
communications (Zakaria, 2010). Part of these barriers lay in the digitalization of
healthcare systems in the hospitals itself. In different larger hospitals in big cities many
efforts are made to introduce Healthcare Information Systems (HIS). Those, but mainly
the regional hospitals have small initiatives that often work for example, solely for certain
departments or processes. The main barriers are costs of infrastructure, the system and
usage, especially in rural areas. According to Oak (2008) an even bigger constraint is
politics. “There will always be people with vested interests keen to influence the
distribution of funds” (pp. 20).
There is an urge for a robust healthcare system that meets the needs of patients, medical
personnel and staff on a Hospital level as the needs of the governments and healthcare
organizations nation-wide (World Health Organization, 2008). According to the WHO, an
eHealth system will amongst others: increase follow-up rates, shorten several diagnose
times and improve the clinical efficiency.
On a hospital level the barriers for adopting a healthcare information system consist of:
the IT skills of staff, knowledge on the Healthcare Information Systems, investments for
properly implementing the system, capacity for maintaining and improving the system
(Oak, 2007).
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However, there are several trends that enable the usage of an HIS (Bunge, 2009):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Better information management tools at the local level
Data capture through routine business operations
Identification of the minimum essential data sets
Growth of specialized technology and providers
Mobile devices become a key enabler for HIS
Early experience yields enthusiasm and skepticism around HIS

In different case studies, there has been different focus on the scope of the HIS.
Depending also on the income level the focus was divided in:
•

•

The Scale:
o National vs. City/Region wide
o Urban vs. Rural focus
o Hospital level
The Scope:
o Core health focus
o Disease indicators
o Resource allocation
o EMR-Based

In most cases, there also was a fair focus on acquiring support and sponsorship from
external initiatives. In further sections the implications of this external support on the
research in counties like Tanzania is explained.
Despite the fact that many healthcare providers start acknowledging the need of moving
towards a HIS, many hospitals do not succeed to implement such a system successfully
(Heeks, 2002; Oak, 2007). Therefore, in this report the research of the critical success
factors of implementing a Healthcare Information System in rural areas in Tanzania is
performed. To do this, it is important to map the needs of every stakeholder that is
involved in the healthcare system. Especially in developing countries, it can be
challenging to deeply understand the needs and issues of the different stakeholders.
Oftentimes it is difficult for them to express their issues, needs and desires. Therefore,
before collecting requirements it is important to choose the right approach to get the
right understanding of that healthcare system and the requirements of the HIS.

1.2.2 HEALTHCARE IN HAYDOM LUTHERAN HOSPITAL
This thesis is based on research of healthcare systems that is partially conducted in
Tanzania. In developing countries such as Tanzania, the healthcare system is continuously
in development although. This is on the agenda of the Tanzanian government, who aims
for improving the accessibility of healthcare and to improve its quality. The Ministry of
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Health and Social Welfare recognize the potential of IT in the healthcare system to
support the healthcare operations, management, and decision making (Ministry of
Health and Welfare, 2013). Also, many private organizations are involved in the
development of the healthcare in Tanzania (McIntyre, 2008). Health Information
Technology has the potential to improve the quality, efficiency, outcomes, patient safety
and reduce the cost of healthcare (Ahlan, 2014).
One of the rural hospitals in Tanzania is Haydom Lutheran Hospital (HLH). This faith-based
hospital is one of the most sophisticated rural hospitals in the country. At HLH, they are
searching to improve their organization to comply with changing environments, including
external support and government policies.
HLH is located in the Manyara region of Tanzania, 300 km from the closest city, Arusha.
This is a rural part of the country, and the hospital generally considered to be the only
high standard hospital in the area. The hospital is recognized by the Tanzanian
government as referral hospital at the regional level and it is on the government’s agenda
to upgrade its status to Zonal level referral hospital, making it the official referral hospital
for the surrounding regions.
HLH serves seven districts in four regions, containing almost one million people in the
nearby area and two million people in the greater servicing area. The hospital as a total
number of 600 medical employees. The hospital has 420 beds and cares for almost
90.000 patients annually.
HLH’s mission is:
“To care for the needs of the whole human being, including: physically, mentally,
spiritually and socially. HLH focusses on reducing the burden of disease, poverty
(contributing to local development, construction of infrastructure, schools, churches and
agricultural projects), capacity building and creating partnerships with other
organizations.”
As stated in the mission their goal is to provide care in a broad way to help the community
in and the areas around Haydom. HLH is funded by the Norwegian government and used
to be owned by the Norwegian Lutheran Mission. Nowadays the Tanzanian government
is responsible for an important part of employee’s wages and their importance increases
rapidly as the Norwegian support decreases.
To improve their operations, be more efficient and attract external support, it is
important to get more insights in HLH’s operations and be more transparent. A
healthcare system should cover this and support meeting HLH’s mission, which relates to
improvements to a large community.
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1.2.3 HEALTH INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN RURAL HOSPITALS
IT in healthcare is important for managing healthcare services distribution. This is
important in both the developed countries as well as in developing countries. The main
uses of IT on a country-level lay in determining health needs of nations and for the
evaluation of effectiveness and inclusion of health programs (Lansang, 2004). A stronger
information infrastructure in healthcare is needed in planning and implementation of
health care interventions and to improve health systems and attain better health
(Azubuike, 1999). The National Rural Health Association (2012) points out that in rural
areas there is commonly insufficient deployment of healthcare professionals, hospitals,
and other clinical services. These small rural hospitals and clinic often lack high quality
and sufficient amount of equipment and care. For this reason, patients often have to
travel far for most treatments (UoM, 2015). Together with improved infrastructure, IT
solutions in healthcare attempt to cope with the issues of rural health.

1.2.3.1 PERSONNEL
Access to information in developing countries often is a challenge for healthcare staff.
This is mainly because the books are out of date and (costly) journals and internet access
are inadequate. Sometimes information that is available is not appropriate for the local
situation and it is difficult to translate to specific cases. Although this issue of information
access can be solved by using internet, staff often is not used or trained to access
information digitally and therefore these sources are left unused. Access to Internet is an
important aspect for implementation of health informatics for staff (Sluijs, 2006), but
training and the acceptance of staff are equally important.

1.2.3.2 ICT AVAILABILITY
A thorough and structured exploration of developments and movements in ICT in
developing countries is needed to expand information access and to improve healthcare
services. The access of state-of-the-art technologies, communication tools are needed to
access relevant information efficiently. The access of information worldwide is one of the
United Nations’ focal points in human development (Tan, 2000). Implementations or
redevelopments of electronical health information systems aim at improving the quality
of data and its relevance to ensure advancing planning and managing functions of
healthcare information systems in hospitals in developing countries.

1.2.3.3 CHALLENGES
For making decisions about the allocation of resources, about governing the hospital’s
services and about planning and management, it is important to have sufficient
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knowledge about the operations within the hospital, evidence of the activities of the
hospital and the quality control of this information. Having electronical healthcare
systems support these goals and furthermore it gives the opportunity to benchmark and
interchange information between countries or regions, reducing the variety between
these health systems. Although there will always be different health and sociotechnical
challenges when establishing electronical healthcare systems in developing countries
(Drury, 2005). Establishing electronic health and healthcare information systems in
developing countries, faces multiple health and socio-economic challenges. Major
obstacles to the introduction of effective health information systems in developing
countries need to be overcome (Bunge, 2009).

1.3 RESEARCH GOAL
Rural hospitals, with HLH as one of the hospitals with the highest standards Tanzania are
an important part of the national healthcare in the country. The goal for these hospital is
to create a healthcare system to improve the management of healthcare services
delivery. One of the most crucial factors for success of a new information system is to
gather all the requirements for the system consulting each stakeholder. As proved by
initial research in HLH some traditional methods of requirements engineering are not
suited in this context. Due to differences in IT skills, culture and knowledge, methods like
interviews and prototyping are not as effective as in western healthcare environments,
for example. To get a clear understanding of the requirements for a new healthcare
system this research aims to explore to what extend current frameworks are suited for
requirements engineering in the context of hospitals similar to HLH. Therefore, the design
objective of this master thesis project is:
Developing a Requirements Engineering framework for a healthcare system in rural
hospitals of developing countries.

The development of information systems takes significant time. Depending on the size
and scope, but also the context they are built in, these projects can become complex. In
this context, the complexities are mainly sociotechnical rather than purely technical,
since there are various cultural and contextual implications, and relative to healthcare
systems in urbanized, developed environments, the systems itself have less technical
complexity. So, while compared to western information system development projects,
the nature of the projects is less technical, most challenges occur regarding resource
allocation, maintenance and durability of the system. Different challenges and barriers,
as explained in the introduction, can cause problems during the development but also
during the rest of the system’s lifecycle. Therefore, engineering a complete set of
requirements is crucial for the project’s success.
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The literature study that is conducted as well as research at HLH motivates that,
information requirements frameworks that have been developed for information
systems fail to gather a set of qualitative requirements that represent the information
needs that exist within and outside the hospital as explored in the previous paragraphs,
which will be elaborated on in chapter three. An often used point of discussion is a lack
of alignment between the technical requirements, the requirements of the stakeholders
and the organization in the such contexts. The scope of this research is the requirements
gathering phase of a healthcare information system. A new requirements engineering
framework can improve the understanding of the needs of the hospital and its users in a
rural area of a developing country. Within the lifecycle of Information system
development is the information requirements phase and its position within the
Information systems development life cycle. A new requirements engineering model, or
framework can improve the information systems development cycle.
Since skills, knowledge and perspectives of staff and technologies in the hospital changes,
even during the collection of requirements, continuously feedback and iteration is
needed. And due to future changes in the hospital, the framework should allow the
system to be flexible, meaning that also the requirements keep changing.
The following research question is derived from the design objective to support the
research goal.
Can a RE framework be developed, such that the requirements engineering process in
healthcare information systems development can be enhanced when utilized in the
context of rural hospitals in developing countries?

To answer this research question, a literature study is done and a project, and case study
is analyzed. This is divided into the following sub-questions.
1. What are current models for Requirements Engineering in information systems?
a. What models exist in Information Systems development?
b. What requirements engineering models are used in healthcare
environments?
c. What requirements engineering models are used in the context of
developing countries?
d. What absent factors can be identified in the current frameworks for
requirement engineering regarding the context for HLH?
2. Design a framework for a new requirements engineering process
a. What are the requirements for developing a RE framework?
b. How is the framework designed?
c. How should this new framework be applied in the context of HLH?
3. Validating the requirements engineering framework
a. What are the criteria for validating the new requirements engineering
framework?
b. To what extend can the framework be tested in this current phase?
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1.5 STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT
This master thesis describes the development of a framework for requirements
engineering in the context of rural hospitals in developing countries. The next chapter
describes the methodology used in this thesis to design the framework. Chapter three
explores the landscape of requirements engineering compared to the situation in IT
development for rural areas in developing countries. Chapter four describes the metarequirements, the requirements for the requirements engineering framework. This
argues the need to design a new framework based on the literature in the preceding
chapter. The fifth chapter is a full description of the proposed framework. The chapter
thereafter evaluates and validates the framework, primarily by a case study at Hayom
Lutheran Hospital. The last chapter, chapter seven, covers the conclusions,
recommendations and the discussion of the research that is performed and the
implementation of the requirements engineering framework.
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2. METHODOLOGY
2.1 STRUCTURE OF THE PROJECT
To get insight in the current frameworks and the work done, the first question as
mentioned in the first section is answered performing a literature study. The literature
study focusses on both requirements engineering in healthcare environments and
requirements engineering in developing countries. In addition to research papers,
reports of different NGO’s that focus on these topics are consulted, for example the
World Health Organization and different organizations operating in developing countries.
The outcomes of the literature study are used as a base for developing a new
requirements engineering framework. Nunamaker (2015) presented an approach to
information systems research that includes multiple relevant methods for requirements
engineering. The first phase is to design the RE framework that is relevant regarding to
the research goals. Existing methods for RE are combined to increase the fit the context
of rural hospitals. Subsequently, the framework will be evaluated.
After the initial development of the framework, the requirements engineering framework
is evaluated at HLH and altered to be relevant for the context of HLH and similar contexts.
Finally, the designed framework is used to come up with a set of requirements for a new
healthcare system at HLH. This is used to test how the new framework can be validated
as can be seen in figure 1.
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FIGURE 1: RESEARCH FLOW DIAGRAM

2.2 OUTLINE RESEARCH
2.2.1 CONCEPTUALIZATION
As presented in figure 1, after researching literature from various disciplines, stated in
the previous section on literature, on what work is already done on requirements
engineering in the healthcare sector, experts, end users and other important
stakeholders will be asked to give their expertise on the subject.
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First, experts in healthcare systems, in healthcare in general regarding developing
countries and BI experts in western healthcare are interviewed to gain a good
understanding of healthcare systems and the healthcare itself. The focus will lay on the
expertise available in Haydom Lutheran Hospital and, as an addition, in neighboring
hospitals. The goal is, in addition to understanding the requirements engineering
methods needed, to get recommendations on developing an electronic healthcare
system. With this knowledge at hand, experts in healthcare design will be asked to
provide knowledge about the processes in a hospital.
After these interviews, when information is collected about the processes in the hospital
and an understanding on the methods to be used is established, a conceptual
requirements engineering framework is built. This framework evaluates the needs of
different requirement engineering techniques for the hospital in Haydom.

2.2.2 SPECIFICATION
Since different hypotheses will be made on requirements engineering techniques, the
conceptual framework needs to be verified whether it represents the reality. The
information to verify the conceptual model needs therefore to be extracted from a
requirements collection performance at the hospital.
After verifying the concept framework, the requirements engineering framework can be
used to gather requirements. All criteria and the requirements are specified at this stage
for the framework.

2.2.3 TESTING THE FRAMEWORK
Testing the framework consists of verify and validate the framework on its fit to gather
requirements in the intended context. The final requirements engineering framework will
be tested similar to the conceptual framework as described in the previous section. In
addition, the outcomes of the framework will be validated by the experts that were
consulted during the model conceptualization.
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2.2.4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Firstly, the research will provide knowledge about how to discover the needs and
requirements of hospitals regarding healthcare systems Secondly, insight will be given in
the suitability of using the requirements engineering techniques in developing countries.
Recommendations for further research are given when the outcomes differ from the
expectations, when other questions came up or when new insights arose.

2.3 DATA COLLECTION
Data collection for research on RE methodologies is done by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Literature search
Expert interviews
End user interviews
Requirements engineering methods testing
Generic hospital information
Information about the current systems
Deriving from similar hospitals

Data is needed about success factors for implementing an electronic healthcare system
in developing countries. Also, more information is needed on how to collect
requirements in environments of developing countries.
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3. REQUIREMENTS
SYSTEMS

ENGINEERING

IN

INFORMATION

3.1 INTRODUCTION
The Role of RE grows in information system development. It describes the needs and
perspectives of the end-users and other stakeholders and the stakeholders itself (Cheng,
2007). The success of an information system basically can be measured by what extend
the system meets the purpose that is was intended for.
In the literature, different ways of dividing RE are proposed. Most literature distinguishes,
at least, between the development of requirements and the management of
requirements. In this research, the RE activities are divided into defining, documenting
and managing requirements (Cemuturi, 2014). The distribution of the RE process is
shown in figure 2. Defining requirements is concerned with gathering and analyzing the
requirements; documenting concerns specifying and structuring the requirements such,
that they can be mapped on analyses containing: stakeholder, context and environment
analysis. Managing requirements involves management within the RE project and the
design lifecycle. In this phase activities are intended to agree on the requirements and
evolve the set of requirements (Nuseibeh, 2000).

FIGURE 2: REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES. DERIVED FROM SOMMERVILE (2009) AND
CEMUTURI, (2013)
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RE is the process of translating real-word goals to systems specifications. To do this, the
landscape the system acts in and the stakeholders need to be identified. Then the goals
are defined by the organizational requirements. The stakeholder, or end-user,
requirements specify what the system needs to be like. The the system is analyzed to
study how the system should work, from a technical perspective. So, in other words, the
challenge of RE is to extensively analyze the stated problem, in such a way that this can
be transformed by a system to meet the purpose of the organization, and its
stakeholders.

3.2 CURRENT REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING METHODS
Although requirements engineering for information systems in healthcare is a complex
task, a lot of research is done on different methods for requirements collection in this
sector. Besides the technical requirements, it is crucial to consider non-technological
requirements and take human issues into account. Three well known methods for
requirements gathering are: object-oriented system analysis, task analysis and
prototyping (Teixeira, 2012).
Important practices of requirements gathering consist of among other things (Busser,
2011):
•
•
•
•

Assessment of current and similar systems
Expert and end-user Interviews
Identifying KPI’s
Experimenting with information systems c.q. Prototyping

Based on literature including: Nuseibeh (2000); Sommerville (1997); Aurum (2008),
Gottesdiener (2008), the following selection of RE methods and techniques is made
(figure 3). These methods are used to assess whether they are suitable for RE in rural
areas when implementing healthcare solutions.
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Elicitation
Brainstorming

Analysis
Checklists

Validation
Peer review

Management
Tracing requirements

Document Analysis

Moscow Analysis

Prototyping

Focus Groups

Budget-based prioritization

Expert review

Verbal/Technical
Communication
Tool Usage

Interface Analysis

Domain knowledge

Interviews

Scenario based analysis

Observation

Voting

Process Modelling
Workshops
Survey
Prototyping
Scenarios and use cases
Extracting from current
systems
FIGURE 3: SELECTION OF RE METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

As explained in section 2.1, the difference in the understanding of IT systems in
developing countries creates a disparity in the perspective on the needs of the system
between researcher and staff. Meyers (1999) already explained the need of getting a
deep understanding of the people, the organization and the context they work in. With
ethnographic methods, like holistic, semiotic, and behavioristic ethnography, this deep
understanding can be achieved (Meyers, 1999). Although ethnography is far from
efficient, it has the potential to be an effective method for requirements gathering in
healthcare systems in developing countries. It provides better insight in the acceptance
of IT systems and the attitude towards a healthcare system (Ahlan, 2014).
Furthermore, test cases can be used to support the main requirements activities:
elicitation, specification, validation and management. In this way, the quality of the
requirements collection can be tested directly (Bjarnason, 2016). Bjarnason states that in
complex systems, using test cases for requirements engineering can be complicated since
the test cases can get too technical for the users or else oversimplified. However, using
this method for testing the acceptance of requirements, and align the user’s perception
with the perceived information system can be effective.
In addition to using test cases as requirements engineering, a way to better specify the
relation of the requirements to the observations they are derived from and to document
these relations is through case-driven requirements engineering (Würfel, 2016). This
involves the user better compared to the test-cases. The main use of this method is to
increase the commitment of the users and to ground the requirements in the real-world
and link to their underlying observation (Würfel, 2016; pp. 645).
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Research is done on alternatives for requirements engineering on different applications.
However, when looking at healthcare systems in developing countries it seems that
oftentimes researchers try to develop new models for developing successful information
systems without fully considering combining or adopting existing models (Heeks, 2002).
What many conclusions or discussions in the discussed literature points out, is that
building on existing successful (explicit) methods that are adjusted to, in this case, a
healthcare environment in Tanzania is needed instead of developing new theoretical
methods (Heeks, 2002; pp. 111).

3.3 REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING IN A HEALTHCARE ENVIRONMENT
Healthcare is characterized by complex processes for the care of patients. This requires
exceptional level of communication between healthcare specialists and professionals and
between different departments and institutions. When processes are not flawless, this
has a significant impact on the patients’ health. Furthermore, it impacts the efficiency of
the use of the available resources and the hospital’s services. Therefore, engineering
requirements for information systems in healthcare is a complex process. There is a need
for constant evaluation and upgrading the healthcare systems. Without this, the quality
of the care cannot be guaranteed and poorly maintained systems can harm the patients
(Garde, 2006).
Accordingly, advanced information systems in healthcare are essential to improve the
quality of hospitals’ processes and thereby its care services. In many healthcare systems,
however, the information systems are not completely aligned with the users’ needs.
Therefore, introducing new information systems also introduces risks. Factors of failure
include technical inconsistencies as well as human issues and non-technological issues.
Many of these issues occur already in the design phase.
To align the needs of the user with the healthcare information system, methods from
user-centered design approaches can be used and implemented in a user-centered
requirements engineering method. This consists of systems that are modeled conform
the characteristics and tasks of stakeholders (Samaras, 2005).

3.4 REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
Along many successful IT initiatives in developing countries, there are also many projects
that are considered as a (partial) failure. There are different causes of failure in developed
countries and developing countries (Sauer, 1993). This section mainly describes the
common causes of failure in developing countries, rather than a comparison with
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developed countries. Also, this section will describe the best practices for requirements
engineering in developing countries.
Firstly, it seems often quite challenging to measure the success of an IT project in
developing countries. While for an organization a certain excess of time or budget is seen
as a failure, in a developing country, even a failure-followed-by-success is often seen as
a successful project since the goal of these projects are of a different nature. Since
measuring the success of these projects can be done in several ways, it is prone to
subjectivity. Therefore, an overview of success factors will be given. In addition, the
timing of the evaluation affects the outcome. Information systems can be successful at
first and become a failure over time, and the other way around.
Secondly, the evidence that is gathered consists of several constraints (Heeks, 2011):
•

•

•

A lack of literature
o Only in recent years, documentation on information systems is kept
consistently
A lack of evaluation
o For many organizations working in, or doing research on, developing
countries it is a big challenge to keep evaluating properly after the projects
are finished
A focus on case studies
o Recently research to information systems in developing countries has
expanded, but the studies are mainly based on single cases and individual
projects, which also makes validation challenging

However, different researchers have made an effort in defining success rates and in
evaluating these projects (Avgerou, 2000; Sauer, 1993; IFIP, 2000; Heeks, 2003 Benjamin,
2001). The most important success factors of projects in developing countries are as
follows. One of the most important criteria is the dynamics of a design. Organizations
change over time, but more importantly they change more during the design phase and
just after. To be successful, a design should account for organizational change and the
fact that this is inherent to the process of developing new information systems
(Kitiyadisai, 2000). In the context these projects are executed, the technology is
oftentimes perceived as a black box by most stakeholders. A large issue of seeing
technology as a black box is that in this case technology is seen separately from
organizational aspects, the people and other processes. Intertwining these aspects is
crucial for a successful project (Sauer, 1999).
Designing information systems in developing countries have the following pitfalls
(Southon, 1999):
•

The way designers perceive technology and value the best design is easily based
on their own context and culture.
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•

Assumptions are often made about the situation, including the skills, the
processes and procedures and their objectives.

The pitfalls result in a gap between the design and the actual situation. It is important to
recognize these gaps since often it is challenging to avoid any gap between the design
and the actual situation.

3.5 IDENTIFYING CHALLENGES IN REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING
The use of sophisticated information systems in the healthcare is a way to improve the
quality of the healthcare, the efficiency of the hospitals’ processes and the synergy
between hospitals. However, healthcare is a very complex domain. Introducing a new
system in a hospital, that aligns with the requirements of all stakeholders is a precarious
process (Teixeira, 2012).
From Fernandez (2013) and Nuseibeh (2000) the following common issues regarding
requirements engineering are identified.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Incomplete hidden requirements
Inconsistent requirements
Terminological problems
Unclear responsibilities
Communication flaws within project teams and with customers
Moving targets (changing goals, business processes and/or requirements)
Technically unfeasible requirements
Stakeholders with difficulties in separating requirements from previously known
solution designs
Underspecified requirements that are too abstract and allow for various
interpretations
Unclear/unmeasurable non-functional requirements
Missing traceability
Weak access to customer needs and/or (internal) business information
Weak knowledge of customer’s application domain
Weak relationship to customer
Time boxing/Not enough time in general
Discrepancy between high degree of innovation and need for formal acceptance
of requirements
Volatile customer’s business domain regarding, e.g. changing points of contact,
business processes or requirements
Gold plating (implementation of features without corresponding requirements)
Insufficient support by project lead
Insufficient support by customer
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According to Aurum (2007) risks than can be identified for the issues are: overlooking
crucial requirements; inadequate user representation; only modeling functional
requirements; not inspecting requirements; attempting perfecting requirements before
start construction; representing requirements in the form of designs. These risks are most
effectively addressed during collection, analysis and specification (Lawrence, 2001). The
methods to solve these addressed risks are explained in the following sections.
These issues and risks need to be considered when composing a RE framework. Most of
these challenges are common for most IT projects. However, these challenges are typical
and have more impact in RE in global environments (Reza, 2015). When constructing a
new framework, the solutions to these issues should be covered.
Figure 4 lists the methods found and assesses the suitability and challenges of the
methods regarding the use in a context of IT implementation in rural areas. This overview
will serve as a guideline for the adaption of a RE framework, which is elaborated on in
chapter 4. These techniques are derived from: Sommerville’s (1997) Requirements
engineering: a good practice guide; Requirements Engineering: A roadmap (Nuseibeh,
2000); and Engineering and Managing Software Requirements (Aurum, 2008).
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FIGURE 4: OVERVIEW & ASSESSMENT RE METHODS

In developing countries, the challenges of the adoption of information systems are
considerable different from most western countries. On the hospital level, the shortage
of ICT experience of end users can result in resistance to using ICT innovations. This can
be due to lack of: skills, ability to recognize the advantages of ICT and due to concerns
about the dissipation of their responsibilities (Indjikan, 2005). Also, direct changes in daily
tasks tend to be negative opposed to the longer term positive effects. For example,
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factors like extra time needed for entering patient record and reviewing the decisions
provided by the system decreases the acceptance of the hospital staff (Ahlan, 2014).
In gathering requirements, the lack of understanding information systems can be
challenging. For the end user, it is hard to address their issues and their desires if they
are not aware of the functionalities of IT, or computers. Meanwhile the staff is one of the
main stakeholders, that can make or break an information system. For researchers, it is
difficult to find out the reasoning behind staff’s issues and often there are differences in
the perception of the problems that occur (Meyers, 1999).

3.6 CONCLUSION
The landscape of RE that has been observed in the literature presents challenges
concerning each: RE in general, RE in developing countries and RE in healthcare. Taken
all these subjects together, is reveals the need of a framework specific for RE in
healthcare in developing countries. It is crucial to the system to incorporate users and
the context during the RE phase. A deep understanding of the stakeholders and their
needs is needed to align this with the requirements. A good starting point to obtain this
is to use an ethnographic-like approach and customize these methods such, that it fits
the proposed system. Since the healthcare environment is highly complex and dynamic,
there is a need for a flexible and at the same time well-structured framework. This should
aim for user alignment and include methods that allow for evolving requirements and
adapting the system. Lastly, a focus on a sustainable engagement is needed: long-term
involvement of users. During the RE project, the researcher should interact with the endusers and the study should benefit to both parties.
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4. REQUIREMENTS FOR A RE FRAMEWORK
In the previous section an overview of the different requirement engineering methods is
given. In this section, these methods and requirements are assessed based on the fit for
a RE framework in a rural hospital context. In the next section these methods will be
combined to further develop the RE framework. The goal is to design a framework that
covers all suitable RE methods for solving challenges regarding engineering the
requirements of an information system in the healthcare system in a rural sub-Saharan
area.

4.1 PROCESS OF DESIGNING A FRAMEWORK
The process of designing a specific RE framework involves different steps to identify the
most important challenges and opportunities. Figure 5 shows how a multi
methodological approach for developing an information system, which is translated to
engineering requirements in the context of IT implementation in rural areas. In figure 6
the initial steps for requirements engineering projects are explained and these are
elaborated on in the coming sections.

FIGURE 5: A MULTI-METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH TO INFORMATION SYSTEMS RESEARCH
(NUNAMAKER, 2015)
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The conceptual steps, derived from Nunamaker (2015) on the research approaches that
are shown in figure 6, are initial phases for proposing a requirements engineering
framework. In this schematic representation of the meta-requirements steps, the flow is
following a waterfall approach, once the framework is constructed, there will be
adjustments based on the research as presented in chapter five. These general steps are
used to come up with a framework that is specific for the situation in the context of this
research. These steps correspond to the strategies by Davis (1992) and guidelines
presented by Sommerville (1997). The goal is to design a framework that covers the
necessary RE methodologies and resolves issues that exist in current RE methods as
examined in chapter three. The steps as shown in figure 6 are assessed in and customized
in chapter 5 that leads to the framework presented in the next chapter.

FIGURE 6: TYPICAL PHASES FOR PROPOSING A RE FRAMEWORK

4.1.1 GENERAL STEPS IN THE RE DEVELOPMENT
In conventional RE frameworks the general steps are mostly initial steps that are
continued throughout the project. Examples are documenting the process and best
practices such as involving end users from the start.
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The following actions are derived from current RE frameworks (Sommerville, 1997):
-

Involve end users
Establish common ground
Define Scope, Schedule, Cost of the project
Assess Capacity and capabilities within organization
Document the RE process
Cope with flexibility of the system
Project planning and management

The end users in the hospital need to be involved to stimulate engagement and
commitment to the system. To engage end users, finding a common ground is crucial.
This can be ensured by emphasizing the importance of communication. Especially when
dealing with different cultures, it is important that the hosting culture is well understood
and that the end users also are open to differences in perception during the design of
information systems. Also, expectations of the users should be heard and adjusted
according to the requirements of the intended system. The scope of the project should
be defined such, that the project is manageable and simultaneously the engagement is
sustainable. This means that the project should be broad enough that other stakeholders
can be involved in the project and pick up on the work that is done here. This makes
consistent documentation very important. This indicates that the documentation should
be set up and maintained well in a way it is manageable and accessible for all
stakeholders. Lastly, since the requirements change during the whole project,
documentation makes it easier to cope with change and to iterate, this in turn makes the
RE process more transparent for each stakeholder.

4.1.2 ANALYSIS OF THE CURRENT SYSTEM
A best practice according Sommerville (1997) is to start with analyzing the organization
with emphasis on the systems that are intended to be built upon.
Important aspects to examine (Mertz, 2015):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General information of the organization
Facilities
Programs/services
Staff
Technology infrastructure
Technology management
Technology planning
Internal and external communication
Information management
Business systems
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A more detailed description of this organizational analysis can be found in appendix C. In
addition to this organizational analysis, it is a good practice to examine existing literature
such as annual reports and strategic plans.
When this information is structured it is easier to define where information can be
accessed and how a new information system can be fit in the organization properly. It
needs to be considered that the current strategies, goals and KPI’s should be properly
managed into the new system in a way that the end users are not affected by those
changes, in their activities (Aurum, 2005).

4.1.3 CONSULTATION
There are many different aspects of when a designer needs to consult other people. For
example: the culture within and outside the company, information about existing and
new information systems and internal and external procedures of the company (Aurum,
2005; Sommerville, 1997). Therefore, internal and external stakeholders need to be
consulted as well as experts in different competences. These should be approached in
different ways to elicit the information most effectively. Another purpose of consulting
stakeholders and experts is to increase the engagement. Not only will they feel heard,
also the requirements will be better aligned with their perspective.
Besides different known techniques, some conditions should be considered (Sawyer,
1997):
•
•
•
•
•

Individual vs. group based
Formal vs. informal
Structured vs. unstructured
Focus on expertise vs. diversity
Asking vs. discussing

Different techniques can be used for deriving information from stakeholders and experts
to generate a design space. The listed techniques are found in literature from Dym and
Little (2014). Brainstorm techniques that are flexible while structured contain: the gallery
method, c-sketching and metaphorically rationing. These examples stimulate creativity
but simultaneously a goal-directed activity. The design space, or the developing set of
requirements can become large as the variables that are taken into account and the
interaction between them can grow rapidly. Therefore, consistently navigating, and
guiding the stakeholders to the requirements is essential to design a healthcare system
both effectively and efficiently (Dym, 2014).
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4.1.4 ANALYZING EXISTING SYSTEMS
A new complex system, like a healthcare system, should not be built entirely from scratch
(Berg, 2001). Firstly, to successfully transform to a new system, the new system should
closely consider the current system for a seamless transition.
Keeping in mind the current system, the new system can be derived from other, existing
systems, obtaining their best practices as well complying with industry standards.
Evidently, the differences in the environments that the systems work in need to be closely
monitored. This would ensure that the requirements integrate seamlessly to the new
situation. External systems can be commercially developed software, open source
systems and applications that support the new system or in some case in-house
developed software.
It is crucial to verify the requirements resulting from this step with local stakeholders and
also external experts (Aurum, 2005). The verification is important since the requirements
need to be fit into the current or to the (to be) designed system. While the focus lays on
the system of the research subjects, the information gathered in this step can lead to
unexpected insights and broaden the set of requirements.

4.1.5 EXPERIMENTING
Previous methods support to obtain suitable requirements based on other environments
and situations. During a project, oftentimes requirements changes, especially in projects
with a large time span. During the project, and after finishing the project, these
requirements change because of new insights, more experienced users, improving
infrastructure and an evolving system (Gottesdiener, 2008).
In this case, however, it is important to have a complete set of initial requirements. This
initial set is defined prior to the existence of a system, which means that the system
cannot be assessed to gather and improve requirements. Instead additional
requirements should be tested by means of prototyping, use cases or theoretical
assessments. An advantage of this form of experimenting is that end users have a better
understanding of the implications of the new system so the requirements derived from
this method will be automatically better aligned with the end users involved in the
experimentation.
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4.2 APPROACH FOR A RE FRAMEWORK
Based on the process in section 4.1 and the techniques shown in section 3.5, current
approaches are assessed in this section. An overview of the approaches is given and
thereafter the approaches are explained.
Phase

Method

Used

Context

Elicitation

Brainstorming

No

Brainstorm aspect used in other techniques.

Document
Analysis
Focus Groups

Yes

As part of preliminary analysis

Yes

For eliciiting, also used for giving stakeholder
understanding of work other stakeholders

Interface Analysis

No

Partely done in focus groups

Interviews

Yes

Used as orienting methods with important
stakeholders and with experts

Observation

Yes

Is customized to be suited in current context

Process Modeling

No

Did not contribute to stakeholer understanding

Workshops

Yes

Used for acceptance towards users and to combine
different techniques while consulting only certain
groups

Survey

No

Other techniques with same expected results were
considered more efficient and effective in this context

Prototyping

No

Time and resource intensive.

Scenatios and use
cases

Yes

Extensively used. Mainly because it could be based on
existing systems/interfaces

Extracting from
current systems

Yes

Primarily by reviewing literature. To braden the design
space

Checklists

Partly

Only standBecause of lack understanding the scope
prior to the research, only standard checklists could
be used. These were used in e.g. Laboratory

Moscow Analysis

Yes

Used to prioritize requirements. Mailny because of
off-site analysis

Budget-based
prioritzation

No

Not flexibleConsidered unsuitable because lack of
flexibility in long-term project.

Domain
knowledge
Scenario based
analysis

Yes

A wide variety of disciplines consulted

Yes

Used for verification. Mainly to verify domain
consultation

Voting

No

Lack of specific knowledge stakeholder

Peer review

Yes

Important to obtain consensus and identify conflicts

Prototyping

No

Scenarios used instead. Only for clarification purposes

Expert review

Yes

Experts play important role throughout the RE process

Analysis

Validation

FIGURE 7: ASSESSMENT OF RE TECHNIQUES

The RE approach using the suitable techniques need to be fit in a framework. The
selection of RE techniques as shown in figure 7 serves as a base for a framework that
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needs to be aligned with the conditions described in the next chapter. Chapter 5
elaborates on how the complete framework is constructed. Figure 7 is derived from figure
4 and Beynon-Davies (1997); Berg (2001); Heeks (2011) and Bunge (2009).
Important note is that most elicitation are focussed on the analysis of local stakeholders
and environment. The consulted literature for figure 6 implied that alone local sources
cannot define the whole set of requirements, even considering strong expertise from the
designer or engineer. The assumption is that a strong involvement of expertise is needed
to come up with a complete set of applicable requirements.

4.3 CRITERIA AND CONDITIONS FOR A RE FRAMEWORK
The requirements of a RE framework that obtains a complete set of the right
requirements for a healthcare system in a rural sub-Saharan context, are primarily based
on existing methods that are explained in the previous paragraph and in 3.5. The most
important methods that were used for gathering requirements will be explained in the
next paragraphs and an additional method, a customization of consultation and design
ethnography is used.
To come up with a suitable framework, the different methods need to be combined,
which are studied during the research engagement for this thesis. Where in a significant
amount of literature and bottom up methods are advertised, in this case there should be
a stronger top down approach for generating requirements, ensuring an end-user
centered RE process. This need for a top down approach is based on the multitude of
users present in the case of a healthcare system, the different users in this case also have
different goals and desires. With this process, end-users should to be actively engaged.
The healthcare system itself serves multiple goals, on a hospital level but also in a broader
perspective. While the users are experts in their own discipline, they might be less
familiar with e.g. a patient record system or ICT in general. While their needs must be
heard and the end-users needs to be involved, the requirements can’t be entirely based
on bottom up gathering. This imposes a difference in requirements gathering that is
based on the demand of the end user and the goal of the organization, or larger
environment.
By any means, the involvement of all stakeholders is important. This means that there is
a need to focus on communication between all stakeholders and the engineer. The
acceptance of the users towards the RE process, the whole development project and to
the actual system. This makes engagement and communication one of the crucial aspects
of the framework. Besides commitment of the current stakeholders, external expertise
is crucial in IT implementation in rural areas of developing countries. Domain knowledge
and other expertise is important throughout the whole project and should therefore be
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incorporated into the new framework. A balance and interaction between local
stakeholders and external expertise should be central for a framework in this context.
Based on the techniques found in literature (section 3.5 and 4.2) some need more
adjustments or justification before included in the RE framework. In the following
sections these, most important, analysis techniques are elaborated on; based on the
conditions for a RE framework.

4.4 INTERVIEWING
Interviewing is one of the classic methods in requirements engineering (Gunda, 2008).
Interviews are commonly used for initial information gathering. In this method, the
designer or engineer within the process consults different stakeholders to understand
the needs of the stakeholders regarding their goals within the system (Kotonya, 2005).
Two types of interviews are open and closed interviews. In a closed interview the designer
or engineer prepares predefined questions whereas in an open interview, there are no
predefined questions, yet he or she tries to get information from stakeholders in an open
discussion. In RE of information systems (in healthcare) typically the interview starts off
with some predefined questions or subjects which are intended to start off the
discussion. Below the main goals of interviewing different target groups are discussed.

4.4.1 INTERVIEWING STAKEHOLDERS
When introducing a new information system, it can be overwhelming for stakeholders
who are not used to work with such systems. Similarly, when complex systems change
drastically such as introducing a new healthcare system in a hospital. Especially people
who are remotely involved with the technology but will need to use the future system
can find it challenging to contribute in discussions or interviews. A way to involve these
users is to put them in a room with experts and more experienced users within their
discipline or from other disciplines. They can identify challenges and needs from other
stakeholders and translate those to their needs.
Another goal of interviewing stakeholders is to engage them in the project. By hearing
their wishes and asking for the needs and requirements of a healthcare system, the endusers feel involved in the process (Nuseibeh,2000). This increases commitment to the
process and acceptance of the system.
It is important to identify common grounds and gain a shared understanding of the
situation. This is primarily done within the initial contact with the local stakeholders,
before the actual research on these stakeholders takes place. During these meetings it is,
especially in these environments, import to quickly develop trust. This is initially done by
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how the engineer presents him- or herself. The level of trust, and partially common
ground, at the start of the project is also based on the prior knowledge that should be
acquired during the project preparation.

4.4.2 INTERVIEWING EXTERNAL EXPERTS
For a good understanding of the implications of a new system, it is important to interview
a wide range of experts when designing complex systems. As a good understanding of
the system itself as well as the environment the system has to operate in is crucial, it is
useful to interview an expert in each aspect of the system design. It is desirable to
interview experts that have experience in multiple facets of the system. In the case of a
healthcare system built in another country, this can be an engineer that worked on
information systems or a healthcare systems in the country of the designer as well as in
the country of the hospital. Another example is a doctor that worked with different kinds
of healthcare systems all over the world. These experts have a good sense of what works
and what will not work in different contexts and can provide the engineer with best
practices.
The proficiency in ICT of these experts allows for more structured interview and
brainstorm methods. Where methods for divergent thinking are suitable at the early
phases or when new requirements have to be generated methods for convergent
thinking can be used to narrow the design space and critically analyze the set of
requirements (Dym, 2014).

4.5 ETHNOGRAPHY
In the perspective of observational research in information system, ethnographic
research is a certainly in-depth research method (Meyers, 1999). A designer or engineer
will be involved in the system for a long time. He or she will observe the people within
the system intensively receiving a lot of information about the activities and habits of the
stakeholders and the context they work in. Since he or she is solely observing at first,
there are no initial challenges of understanding and interpreting actions of stakeholders.
Ethnographic research is therefore well-suited for providing designers extensive insights
into human, social and organizational aspects of information systems.
The main difference between case studies and ethnographies is the way the designer is
involved in the group of stakeholders. Where a case study relies on interviews and
documentation like strategic reports as data supply. In ethnography the primary source
of data is via observation of the stakeholders. Ethnographic research typically takes a long
period of time at the working site to collect observations (Yin, 1994). The researcher
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traditionally uses tools such as: interviews, fieldwork, captivation, social mapping,
demography and discourse analysis.
There are different approaches of ethnographical research. In particular, there is a
distinction between ethnographies of information system development, ethnographies
for information system development and ethnographies within information system
development (Beynon-Davies, 1997). Ethnography of information systems is meant to
study the information system development. This methodology can be used in this context
for both validation and analysing existing systems. In ethnography for information system
development, the studies are a resource, particularly in highlighting the important place
of tacit knowledge in the organization. For ethnography within information systems
development, researchers use it as a development technique, particularly for
requirements elicitation and in some ways for evaluating, validating and learning in
information systems projects.
The goal of ethnographic research within, and in some respect ethnography for,
information systems is to improve the researcher’s understanding of human thought and
action through interpretation of human actions in its context (Slack, 1995). The preferred
way of the engineer to contribute to the understanding of an information system is study
how information systems affect social interaction and how this creates the internal
relationships (Myers, 1997). While researchers immerse themselves in the life of the
groups and people they are studying, for information systems development this method
might be somewhat passive. This is inherent to the methodology and is very effective for
its purpose, though it focusses solely on the current situation and is at times to time
intensive for it outcomes. For this reason, design ethnography is introduced, that has a
more engaging character and is concentrated on the design of information systems.
Design ethnography is a methodology where the engineer goes beyond solely
observation and actively engages with people in the field, or system. This method is
intended to bridge the gap between ethnography and design science (Baskerville, 2015).
Design ethnography builds on ethnography for Information systems development and
ethnography to study information systems development. It combines the engaging
approach with verification phases. Because of its interactive nature, design ethnography
is generative as well as it is descriptive. Design ethnography is used for sustainable
engagement where the researcher is actively intervening in changing the context in which
the researcher, or engineer, is working.
In design ethnography, tools that can include intervention need to be added to the
ethnography methods. This incorporates perceptual synthesis, which a from is
conceptual association with synthesis in a visual way, and potential relationing, “which is
a performance as a way to explore the social embeddedness of possible future practices”
(Baskerville, 2015: p.31).
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Figure 8 is derived from the work of Gunn (2013) and Wasson (2013) that shows the
general framing and process for design ethnography.

FIGURE 8: A FRAMEWORK FOR DESIGN ETHNOGRAPHY IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS (BASKERVILLE, 2015)

This puts the ethnography in perspective to the design phase where the design is seen as
the intervention part and the ethnography the descriptive method. Together with the
end-users the design activities are conducted while the ethnography activities are
arranged to capture knowledge about the design exercises.
Design ethnography is a new ethnography method that needs engagement of the
engineer, and induces engagement of the end-user. This method has a future-oriented
involving and prescriptive theory, and intervention, which aims for highly detailed,
descriptions about the knowledge obtained of social and cultural, and technological
values and practices.

4.6 USE CASES
As use cases, prototyping and other experimentation methods are used to validate the
set of requirements, it can already be used to visualize and explicate the intended system.
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In an interactive way, users and the engineer can come up with discrepancy between the
system and the end-users. In this phase, the most suitable methods to obtain
requirements are sketching scenarios and use cases. Initially this will be done in a more
descriptive way and as the project develops more emphasis is put on visualization.
In addition to using use cases to gather requirements, an approach, derived from security
analysis, is used that focusses on the issues of the current system and scenarios that
should not be able in the system (Sindre, 2005). By confirming cases that shouldn’t
happen, users can discuss requirements based on what is not, working for them. This
approach is intended to expand the set of requirements.
When working with the use cases, it is important to consider that these are often over
simplified. A way to cope with the oversimplification is to corporate scenarios and existing
interfaces in the use case diagrams. This result in a recognizable outline where there is
room to adjust the cases that the users need to go through.

4.7 ANALOGIES WITH SIMILAR SYSTEMS AND HOSPITALS
Finding analogies from other information system environments or healthcare systems
contributes to the success of requirements engineering in rural hospitals. Exploring
existing systems makes it possible to reuse (successful) requirements and benefit from
the existing specifications (Maiden, 1992). It supports the engineer in finding a more
complete set of requirements that is consistent and more clearly defined.
When reusing requirements of existing systems, domain knowledge is crucial for both the
existing and the developing system (Ali, 2010). The analogies should be found in relevant
disciplines to the project, since the RE research is centered around expert consultation
of specialists in various disciplines that are applied to healthcare systems in rural
hospitals. This should increase the efficiency of customizing the requirements for a
flawless fit into the particular system (Maiden, 1992). Even though there is a focus on
consulting the right experts, the customization of a reusable set of requirements is
knowledge intensive. The know-how needed to fully match and reuse specifications is
expected to be beyond the knowledge base, and availability, of existing experts involved
in the project Therefore, the engineer should get into the field or consult experts that are
specifically appointed to this step in the RE process.
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4.8 CONCLUSION
The meta-requirements, the requirements for a RE framework were based on existing
methods. The methods are chosen to effectively gather a complete set of applicable
requirements, in an efficient way. The methods that are used in the framework are
customized to fit the context the framework is made for: healthcare systems in rural
hospitals. Internal and external analysis approaches are combined to engineer this set of
requirements. The requirements for a new RE framework include validation and
evaluation phases throughout the system development. The methodologies used from
Nunamaker (2015) are used to structure the requirements for a RE framework.
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5. REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING FRAMEWORK
In the previous chapters, the current status of RE in healthcare environments has been
evaluated. The most suitable methods and tools were compared. This research showed
the need for a new requirements engineering framework. During theoretical and field
research a set of requirements has been developed. This set provides the foundation of
a new requirements engineering framework for healthcare systems in rural hospitals in
developing, or specifically sub-Saharan, countries.
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FIGURE 9: GENERAL DIAGRAM RE FRAMEWORK

In figure 9, the RE framework is represented graphically. There are generally four stages:
project preparation, on-site analyses, external expertise and requirements definition.
There is a clear iteration in the beginning phases where verification takes place frequently
between the on-site analyses and external expertise phases. After consolidation of the
requirements, the set of requirements is validated. In this phase, there can be some
iteration. However, ideally there is one, conceivably two, iteration steps after the
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validation. The number of iterations should be smaller as it takes a significant effort to go
through the phases of on-site analysis and external expert consultation again. The
iteration can be limited to an individual requirements phase or only to the verification
phase. The framework attempts to minimize the work and iterations during the validation
steps by maximizing the effort and verification during the analyses phases. The model
allows the process to be flexible. Since the particular system environment is typically
disorganized and unpredictable, this need for flexibility needs to be accounted for in the
framework.

5.1 CONSTRUCTION OF THE RE FRAMEWORK
The goal of this RE framework is to cover the suitable RE methods that leads to an
effective requirements collection for healthcare systems in a rural Tanzanian, or subSaharan, environment. The previous diagram showed the high-level phases that
represents the requirements collection process. The following sections will elaborate on
those phases and the use of the framework.
The framework focuses on information gathering both at the local site as well as at
consulting external experts which is an important consideration in this context. During
the information gathering phase, there should be significant communication and
verification between the internal and external information sources. Both sources differ
in approach, such as the level of knowledge (e.g. about technology, culture, best practices
etc.), the level of structure, intentions (strategy, goals, perspective) and commitment.
Therefore, both phases will be handled differently such as allowing for ill-structured
practices locally and a fixed and framed approach for consulting external experts. With
the knowledge from external experts, the stakeholders: developers and end-users are
required in the design phase to combine this knowledge with their expertise.
Emphasis is put on extensive communication from the early phases with verification
between different actors where the designer plays a centralized role in the verification
part. These phases are the core of the iteration development. While this seems a listing
of existing methods, current frameworks do not fully describe all elements necessary for
requirements engineering in healthcare systems in rural, developing, sub-Saharan areas.
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5.2 THE RE FRAMEWORK IN PERSPECTIVE
The requirements engineering phase is one of the initial phases of an information system
development circle after the initiation of the project as can be seen in figure 6. The
development cycle in figure 5 is derived from an often-used framework of the
Department of Justice in the US. This framework as shown in figure 10 seems les suited
for continuous development and sees an information system project as the development
of one system.

FIGURE 10: SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT LIFE CYCLE. (DOJ, 2003).
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A more iterative approach that is derived from DOJ (2003) and Alter (2008) is the cycle
mapped in figure 11. To outline the position of the requirements engineering part, the
feedback steps from the deeper stages of the model will also be depicted. However, the
focus of the information requirements model is on the first quadrant of the development
cycle.

FIGURE 11: DEVELOPMENT CYCLE. DERIVED FROM DOJ’S (2003) SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT LIFE CYCLE AND
ALTER’S (2008) WORK SYSTEM FRAMEWORK.

5.3 RELEVANCE RE FRAMEWORK
Healthcare environments are constantly in development. Also in less developed
countries, or countries where healthcare is less developed, there is an increasing need
for the improvement of information management. Because of this need and improving
infrastructure, more emphasis is put on information system development. Information
system development, in developing countries, and especially in rural hospitals, demand
an adjusted approach of designing information systems. An important phase that has
proved the need for improvement is the requirements engineering phase.
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A new requirements engineering framework for information system development in rural
hospitals allows for a more effective way to design successful healthcare systems that
can be developed efficiently in environments in developing, or sub-Saharan, countries. It
allows for a flexible engagement regarding the RE process and flexible development of a
healthcare system in rural hospitals.

5.4 APPLICATION OF THE RE FRAMEWORK
In the following sections the Requirements Engineering framework is clarified. Guidelines
and recommendations are given on how to use the framework during an information
system development project in a rural hospital in a developing country. Based on the
study conducted at HLH, the context for rural hospitals in developing countries is clarified.
In chapter 6 implications for the specific situations are demonstrated through examples
regarding this context.

5.4.1 PROJECT INITIATION
In this phase, which can be seen as a step prior to the RE phase, the practical information
is covered. In a proposal the initial scope, the intended results and planning is
communicated. Furthermore, the team is formed and the rest of the project is defined.
The initiation phase in this context includes system concept development, as shown in
figure 11. In this context, where projects are usually on an ad-hoc base, emphasis needs
to be put on long-term engagement and cooperation with broader entities. This is a more
explanatory phase, whereas the project continues the scope and requirements converge.

5.4.2 PROJECT PREPARATION
After initiating the project, the requirements analysis is part of the start of the
information system development project. The project preparation is a phase where
designers can expense their proceedings of the project. This will be combined with
information collection of the concerning areas. This includes for example information
gathering of the culture in the respecting environment the system has to operate, the
techniques used in that system and known applications in that field. The information
gathered is in this important to effectively select a wide range of experts and efficiently
communicate with these experts.
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5.4.2.1 PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
The preliminary analysis phase is important for the designer to acquire a certain level of
expertise in order to communicate effectively with the end-users and other stakeholders.
Since the designer does not always have all the specific knowledge regarding to the
system and to the environment he or she has to work in as well. In this preliminary
analysis, the different aspects of the information system and its environment is explored
by collecting documentation, literature and cases. In this exploration, also an initial
organizational analysis is conducted, which includes general information and available
documentation such as annual reports and public information.

5.4.2.2 EXPLORATORY EXPERT INTERVIEWS
In addition to the preliminary analysis, experts can be consulted to guide the start of the
project effectively. Compared to organizations in industrialized countries, in rural areas
organizations often are not used to provide this information beforehand and few
information is available, so exploring through experts add value to the preparation phase
of the project In this way, the understanding of the context gained from the preliminary
analysis can be verified and expanded when necessary. As described in the previous
chapter, this will, apart from expanding the engineer’s knowledgebase, establish trust
when having the initial contact on site. Also, this catalyzes the common ground building
since the engineer already has an introductory understanding of the situation.

5.4.3 ON-SITE ANALYSIS
The on-site analysis is most important considering the engagement that it aims for. Onsite analysis is crucial for a good understanding of the context the system must operate
in. Also, this understanding is crucial for starting project in these contexts as they provide
trust social capitals by the local stakeholders.

5.4.3.1 ORGANIZATIONAL ANALYSIS
The organizational analysis in this phase is an extension of the organizational analysis that
is conducted during the preliminary analysis. The organizational analysis should clarify
what should be developed for and for who. Based on the problem definition, the
organizational analysis investigates what a potential new system can provide the
organization. While on site, process discovery allows the designer to align the project
definition to the organization. This organizational analysis includes the stakeholder
analysis that explores the different stakeholders, their roles and their importance to the
project. This analysis will be an important input to further on-site research, amongst
others to examine and select the applicable stakeholders to analyze, and during the
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elicitation of requirements, where the requirements will be modeled onto the
stakeholders.

5.4.3.2 STUDY LOCAL STAKEHOLDERS
The research on local stakeholders is performed to gather the right requirements based
on the desires of the end-users. Also, this on-site research serves as a catalyst to increase
the end users’ acceptance of the development information system. Different techniques
will be used to elicit the requirements from the end-users. The techniques used, as
described in the previous chapter are aimed at obtaining insights in the end-user
perspective and in their perspective of the system they work in. It is important to identify
common grounds and gain a shared understanding of the situation. This is primarily done
within the initial contact with the local stakeholders, before the actual research on these
stakeholders takes place. In this context, it proved to be challenging to study local
stakeholders. Therefore, a combination of observation and involvement and engagement
techniques are explored. During the rest of the project these qualities should be
maintained alongside the stakeholder research. During this phase, the stakeholders will
be analyzed mainly using and customization of ethnography methods. Hence, they will
be observed in an objective way though there will be engagement when possible. This is
especially useful when the shared understanding has not developed adequately. This way
of engaging in the environment, as explained in detail in 4.5, allows efficient and flexible
allocation of resources.
Parallel to using the ethnography methods, the local stakeholders will be interviewed. As
described in section 4.1 and 4.4, there are different techniques used. The more
structured interview methods are mainly used for requirements elicitation whereas loose
structured methods are essentially used to obtain engagement, acceptance and increase
social capital.

5.4.3.3 SYSTEM & ENVIRONMENT RESEARCH
Besides studying the local stakeholders, where RE typically focuses on, the system they
work in and the environment the system is operating in needs to be analyzed for
sufficient understanding of the context the research is performed in. This is because both
the environment, or context, and the system influence the stakeholders. Therefore, it is
crucial to monitor the context and adapt to it, while this context, including the system,
typically changes along the project. This is done by studying (underlying) perceptions of
relations between:
•
•
•

Local stakeholders & System
Local stakeholders & Environment
System & Environment
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The research can be used as input for deriving requirements variants with respect to
context and user priorities (Ali, 2010).

5.4.3.4 EXPERIMENTING
As user cases, prototyping and other experimentation methods are used to validate the
set of requirements, it can already be used to visualize and explicit the intended system.
In an interactive way, users and the engineer can come up with discrepancy between the
system and the end-users. In this phase, the most suitable methods to obtain
requirements are sketching scenarios and use cases. Initially this will be done in a more
descriptive way and as the project develops more emphasis is put on visualization.
Section 5.4.3.2 explained that some techniques are used to engage the end-users
parallel, or sometimes rather than, collecting requirements. This experimenting phase
also has a strong acceptance building component. While in this phase there is not always
enough capacity to comprehensively utilize those practical methods, they can contribute
to engagement when used, even to some extent. Furthermore, hands-on techniques, as
used during experimenting shows that it engages the local stakeholders best. Although it
is a relative ‘expensive’ step, and there is a limit to what local stakeholders find useful.

5.4.4 EXTERNAL EXPERTISE
While during the on-site analyses a better understanding of the system, the environment
and the stakeholders is obtained, during the external expertise phase best practices are
gathered. During this phase, the steps iterate between the external expertise and on-site
analyses phases. The best practices obtained are verified on site to check whether they
match to the specific context. This step is one of the main characteristics of the
framework, as there is a central theme around consulting external sources.

5.4.4.1 EXPERT CONSULTATION
In this phase, key is to combine information of external expertise in different areas. Often,
it is easier to find experts that have knowledge about one or more aspects of the system
and environment. An expert can for example work as a medical specialist in Africa and
therefore he or she has expertise on healthcare in developing countries, while another
expert has expertise on developing patient record systems. Finding these experts and
combining their information has proven to be more straightforward than finding experts
that have more knowledge combined.
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Also in this phase, a combination of interviewing techniques described in 4.1.3 is used
that is typically more on an individual basis. The interviews range from informal
discussions to formal and structured interviews, amongst others, depending on the
relation to the expert.

5.4.4.2 ANALYZING EXISTING SYSTEMS
For the analysis of existing systems, the researcher can visit other hospitals in different
environments. This can be hospitals in: western countries, cities in the country the
projects are conducted in, other rural hospitals and other sub-Saharan or developing
countries. The researcher can also visit organizations in similar environments or similar
systems that are not healthcare related. Examples can be student information systems at
schools, the administration systems among different governmental systems or a
customer management system in insurance, or even retail, organizations.
Other ways to gather this information is to consult case studies, literature and members
of these organizations. Also, the researcher can draw from former experience with
working with these systems or participating in these kinds of systems.
Often, the researcher has knowledge about different systems that is not revealed
explicitly in the project. This also counts when consulting external experts. Therefore, this
step is clearly laid out in the analysis phase to ensure that knowledge about the analysis
of existing systems is well-documented.

5.4.5 REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION
After completing the on-site analysis phase and the external expertise phase, the
obtained requirements must be further documented, prioritized and validated.

5.4.5.1 CONSOLIDATION
The requirements are obtained from both the on-site analyses and external expertise.
Along the way, the requirements are verified and modified on both phases. The next step
is to structure the obtained requirements and consolidate to one consistent set of
requirements.
The requirements are structured and prioritized according to functional and nonfunctional requirements. The prioritization is done via the Moscow model (figure 12). The
reason is that in projects within this context, funding is needed and there are changing
conditions and needs, or possibilities. A distinct differentiation between functional and
non-functional and a formal prioritization is needed here to cope with these conditions.
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FIGURE 12: MOSCOW MODEL, ESTIMATION OF EFFORT (VAN VLIET, 2008).

•

•
•
•

Must have requirements are critical to project success and have to be included in
the current delivery in order for it to be a success. If a must have requirement is
not included, the project delivery may be considered a failure.
Should have requirements are important to project success, but not necessary for
delivery in the minimum feasible product, or system.
Could have requirements are less critical and maybe often seen as nice to have.
Would have requirements are either the least-critical, lowest payback items, or
perhaps not appropriate at that time (Van Vliet, 2008)

Since a variety of stakeholders as well as different experts are researched and consulted
in these kinds of projects, it is likely that requirements are conflicting. During the
consolidation phase, these conflicts should be resolved or at least it should be made clear
how these conflicts can be resolved. The approach for solving this conflict should be
based on the type of requirements, involved stakeholders and importance. It is at the
discretion of the engineer to choose an appropriate approach that will engage the
stakeholders but also accounts for efficiency.

5.4.5.2 VALIDATION
After all requirements are defined and prioritized according to the analyses among the
stakeholders and external experts, the agreement of requirements that is achieved in the
verification phase need to be validated. This validation is the process establishing that
the set of requirements and models are aligned with the stakeholders collectively. Along
the verification, the requirements are agreed on, on an individual base particularly
between local stakeholders and experts; during the consolidation the conflicts between
stakeholders are attempted to be solved and during the validation, the set of
requirements is confirmed on the acknowledgement of the arena of stakeholders.
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During the validation, the following challenges need to be overcome (Nuseibeh, 2000):
•
•

The perceptive of what requirements are valuable, and which perspective can be
seen as the truth
Efficiently reaching an agreement among various stakeholders with each having
other goals

The first challenge can be dealt with when prior to this phase, a body of knowledge is
objectively stated. This is based on empirical observations and should decentralize the
role of the researcher. In this case, the engineer is not able to choose in a conflict based
on instinct, but a choice based on observations in the field and consensus among
stakeholders need to be taken. To deal with efficiently solving the conflicts, is similarly
done as in the consolidation step. Firstly, a deep understanding of the stakeholder arena
is needed where their goals and hierarchies are laid out. Following, requirements
negotiations can take place, which is in fact an iteration cycle with (part) of the
consolidation. This negotiation consists of ensuring the inclusion of each stakeholders’
important conditions and facilitate negations such that these conditions are satisfied. For
further development of the system it is important that these goals are met and that the
changing nature of the work of each stakeholder induced by the new system has positive
effects on the hospital’s operations.
By simulating the requirements, stakeholders see how their engagement in the RE
process is interpreted in relation to the requirements and how their needs are translated
to specifications. This simulation should be established by scenarios and use cases based
on the set of requirements. Also, different interviewing and brainstorm techniques can
be used to communicated, as well as methods used in the experiment step. Most
significant is that the end users have a proper understanding of the set of requirements.
In addition, the methods should be chosen based on the resources available and the
availability of the stakeholders and conceivably experts and (external) authorities.

5.4.5.3 EVALUATION
The goal of evaluation is to check the final set of requirements by the end-users. At this
point the end-users should be well informed about the system so the set can be verified.
Depending on the base of these ambiguities the set of requirements can be taken back
to any previous steps. The evaluation of the requirements can be done by interviewing,
tracking issues, keep anonymous lists of issues or other evaluation sessions. During the
evaluation step is evaluated whether the final set of requirements will be representative
for a well suited, durable healthcare system. This step is performed after the validation,
such that the local stakeholders can collectively agree on the fit of the set for the system,
without concerning about the requirements itself. Depending on the time and resources
available, which is often a concern during project in this context, evaluation is done on,
or off-site. When performing the evaluation off-site, the researcher needs to pay extra
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attention to extensive communication and ensuring commitment of the stakeholders
beforehand.

5.4.6 SET OF REQUIREMENTS
The requirement engineering process ends when there is a maintainable well-structured,
unambiguous and validated set of requirements. In alignment with section 5.2, the set
will be used for further planning and continue to the designing phase.

5.5 CONCLUSION
The most important aspects of the RE framework are the focus on engagement of
stakeholders; the interaction between on-site analyses and external expertise and
emphasis on early verification, where the requirements of the system are evaluated on
the specifications and imposed conditions. Then there is a focus on efficient validation
where, after consolidation of the requirements, they are verified on the acceptance of
the requirements by the stakeholders. The framework attempts to obtain a set in an
efficient way, to ensure sufficient resources and the commitment of stakeholders to the
information system development project. The framework is developed according the
requirements that were set by the meta-requirements.
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6 PROOF OF CONCEPT
The development of requirements engineering and collection model for hospitals in
developing countries which is completed in the previous chapters, is tested through a
case study at Haydom Lutheran Hospital in Tanzania. This framework is built and tested
in the same environment, in the same project. Therefore, the framework cannot be
validated by this case study. However, the concept of this framework is assessed on
whether it performs well. The purpose of this proof of concept is to assess the practicality
of the RE framework in the context of a healthcare system in a rural sub-Saharan area.
This case-study strives to picture an exhaustive interpretation of the RE framework.

6.1 CRITERIA FOR TESTING THE FRAMEWORK
The goal of testing this framework by a case study is to assess the ability of the framework
to support the collection of a complete and applicable set of requirements. During the
case study at HLH, the framework has been developed and executed. The framework is
set onto the context of this particular system. Since it is expected that in any case this RE
framework needs slight adjustments for a perfect fit, there is accounted for flexibility. In
order to measure the framework’s success, the proof of concept is done via one case
study which is held onto a set of criteria. These criteria are determined by the
development of the RE framework. Based on the testing of the framework, it has been
altered to fit the criteria to proof the working of the framework.
The main criteria are:
•
•
•
•
•

Engagement and communication
Quality and applicability
Interaction between internal and external sources
Efficient allocation of resources
Maintainability and flexibility

Engagement and communication among all the stakeholders is important to extract the
right requirements and to ensure acceptance for the stakeholders and especially the end
users. In this context, it is assumed that there are barriers to communication with the
end users that should be overcome. Involvement of these stakeholders, support
surmounting these challenges. The number of meetings or other means of
communication with the end-users and the number of times the end user takes initiative
indicates the involvement of the user.
The quality of the set of the requirements and, equality important, the applicability of the
set is key in the evaluation of the framework. These requirements are challenging to test
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in an early phase. Typically, these criteria are difficult to quantify. Therefore, it should be
measured by the designer’s judgement that is based on all the involved local stakeholders
and external experts. Preferably the set of requirements is tested on these criteria also
by stakeholders and experts that were not or partly involved with the development of
the set, assuming sufficient resources. Both on-site analysis and external expertise are
incorporated to establish a complete set of requirements. The extent to which these two
approaches complement each other will indicate the completeness of the set of
requirements. The process where the two approaches are used to elicit the requirements
and verify against each other exhibit the quality and applicability of the set of
requirements.
Along the information system development, stakeholders as well as designers and
engineers advance regarding the project. Therefore, insights in the set of requirements
will strengthen as well. Simultaneously assuring the maintainability as well as the
flexibility is important to be conforming the stakeholders’ needs and desires. Flexibility,
in this respect, also means that it should allow for the iterations necessary after
evaluation of the requirements. The extend to the model iterates and evolves over time
is an indicator for the flexibility of the framework. The maintainability covers the
feasibility of managing the set of requirements and remain its structure and
documentation.
These criteria will be measured based on the case study process at HLH. It is expected
that the users are engaged and feel involved during the RE process. This should result in
a complete set of requirements of a satisfactory quality. During the process
recommendations and possible improvements will be debated and discussed in this
chapter.

6.2 THEORETICAL VALIDATION
Prior to the case study as well as after the case study, the accurateness of the proof of
concept has been discussed. To be able to discuss the accurateness, some theoretical
validation must be done. This includes evaluating the model by the underlying theory as
described at the start of this report and verify the criteria as described in the previous
section.
The first criteria to evaluate the framework on, there is an emphasis on engagement and
communication, are essential in each step of the on-site analysis, which means that the
end user engagement is included throughout the whole RE phase. Also, to some extent
this engagement is important in the external expertise phase.
When solely assessing the framework, the quality and applicability is hard to value. During
both phases, on-site and external expertise, there is a continuously assessment on how
the methods can complement each in the requirements gathering, provided by a
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verification stage. Though intensive communication between stakeholders and the
engineer or designer, the quality and applicability is deliberately overseen and verified.
During the requirements collection and while developing the set of requirements,
perceptions change. To be able to cope with changes different iteration loops are
followed, depending on the nature of the changes. The framework is designed to allow
these changes and formally addresses it.
This initial testing is important since the challenging nature of the proof of concept in
conceptual stages. Even though a case study gives good insights in the condition of the
framework, it needs theoretical validation as well. The framework is intended to give a
complete manageable set of applicable requirements with satisfactory quality.
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6.3 CASE STUDY HAYDOM LUTHERAN HOSPITAL
This section describes the case study at Haydom Lutheran Hospital (HLH) in Haydom,
Tanzania. It explains the set up and execution of the case study. This case study is used
to accommodate a proof of concept of the developed framework. This developed
framework is constructed in Haydom mainly prior to the testing.
First, the situation at HLH will be described then the initiation, and last the execution of
the case study will be presented.

6.3.1 SITUATION HLH
HLH is built in 1955 by a Norwegian Lutheran missionary missionary. Its mission is to:
“Care for the needs of the whole human being, including: physically, mentally, spiritually
and socially. HLH focusses on reducing the burden of disease, poverty (contributing to
local development, construction of infrastructure, schools, churches and agricultural
projects), capacity building and creating partnerships with other organizations”. This has
been their driver since the opening in the 60’s. Nowadays the hospital serves an area with
over two million people. Having 420 beds, hundreds of Outpatient department visitors
and a variety of departments with a diversity of patients, as described in Appendix A, the
operations of the hospital are increasingly demanding.
To be able to control the demanding operations, HLH needs better structure and insights
in their activities. The hospital wants to improve their communications and the
consistence of the information management. In 2007 HLH started a project to digitalize
the patient records with the intention to make the whole hospital paperless. This project
was continued in 2014 and the goal is to further digitalize operations.
Currently there are several systems the departments work with apart from methods
administration on paper. The main healthcare system is Care2X which is mainly used by
the outpatient department and the laboratory. Other departments, such as finance, HRM
and research as using systems that are not commonly connected. This results into a
fragmented landscape of digital and analogous information management systems.
Occasionally new initiatives are introduced. Because the systems used are fragmented
over the hospital, there is a lack of consistent information management. HLH requires a
more centralized approach to manage their information and information systems.
Current topics the HLH is concerned with are for example:
•
•
•

How to forward a patient to other departments while their record is kept up-todate and is properly transferred
Accurate communication between doctors
Integration between patient information and administrative services
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•
•
•
•

Proper identification of patients
Export data accurately to external entities
Link a doctor’s schedule, presence etc. to the HRM system
Integrate inventory management with purchase and budget systems

The current information management environment is not capable to answer these types
of subjects. Because of the ad-hoc nature of the current systems and information
management, it is challenging to provide structured insights of the information flows and
organizational performance. HLH’s staff calls for improvement in the accessibility,
consistency and usability of the information. However, while most staff are very skilled at
their area of expertise, they are less familiar with IT and do not prioritize maintaining the
information themselves. For sustainable improvement, emphasis must be put on the
available skills within the staff and commitment should be assured.

6.3.2 REQUIREMENTS FOR HEALTHCARE SYSTEM AT HLH
The development of the framework and testing of the case study is done during a period
of 5 months at HLH in Haydom, Tanzania. The case study, is done primarily at HLH, where
the on-site analyses are performed, together with external expertise phase. Most of the
requirements definition is done at HLH as well, since direct communication was essential
for the proof of concept.

6.3.2.1 PROJECT INITIATION
The project was initiated by the head of IT and external relations of HLH. HLH was in
search of improving its information management in a sustainable way. The goal of this
part of the development cycle is to gain information about a suitable system for HLH.
While this assignment is on an ad-hoc basis, the assignment is intended to provide a
foundation for a long-term project and cooperation with broader entities. The initial
meetings that have the goal to agree on the scope, planning, budget and quality.
The project overall is intended to apply sustainable improvements with high impact.
Relative to typical information system development projects, there is limited budget. The
overall project is a longstanding cycle. However, the RE project needs to be completed
within around 6 months. With these characteristics, low budget, high quality and relative
flexible schedule, the project has typically a low priority, from a project management
perspective. To increase the priority potential collaborations with other organizations
and researchers will be identified. This has resulted in a close collaboration with Delft
University of Technology and potentially with the University of Dar es Salaam.
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Together with the head of IT at HLH, the board and researcher the goal, scope and
process was agreed on. Although the scope and goals were concentrated on the case
study, this project focused largely on research as well. Therefore, a strict project planning
as intended in the RE project was not established.

6.3.2.2 PROJECT PREPARATION
After the project initiation with an initial proposal, a preliminary analysis is conducted,
followed by exploratory expert interviews. Based on these studies; the scope, goal,
planning and process is tailored to the project needs. The information gathered here is
used to manage initial contact with the staff at HLH and to effectively communicate
during the external expertise phase.

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
To gather enough information to be able to communicate effectively with experts or
advisors in the exploratory expert interview step an initial analysis of HLH is done, the
culture is studied, knowledge about healthcare systems is gathered and literature about
IT for development has been studied.
This includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

General organizational analysis
Annual reports
Online content/media
Literature on culture in sub-Saharan and different developing countries
References on healthcare systems development
Cases about IT applications in developing countries similar to Tanzania

This information is gathered to obtain a good initial understanding of different aspects of
the RE project.

EXPLORATORY EXPERT INTERVIEWS
Different advisers are interviewed after collecting sufficient information during the
preliminary analysis. The focus has been put on expertise in the situation in Tanzania.
These interviews were held with:
•
•
•

Specialists and medical students that worked at HLH
People experienced in the routines in Tanzania
The head of IT that worked at HLH.
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Other fields of expertise that is consulted in:
•
•
•
•

BI in healthcare
EPR development
ICT for development
Ethics in designing in developing countries.

The interviews are used primarily to complement the information collected in the
preliminary analysis and to some extend to verify the understanding gained in the
preliminary analysis.

6.3.2.3 ON-SITE ANALYSES
Starting with the on-site analysis, in these environments it is important to be aware of
known pitfalls and best practices. Even though this project has research and experimental
aspects, the project is performed in a real, legitimate context. Therefore, it is important
‘to do it right the first time’ as flaws in the communication, analysis and collaboration can
affect the project in such a way that it will be significantly delayed or that not all the goals
of the project will be met.

ORGANIZATIONAL ANALYSIS
This organizational analysis builds on the organizational exploration in the preliminary
analysis. It is important that the engineer has a genuine view on the organization before
starting the consecutive steps. Therefore, the engineer should inspect the organization
personally. The engineer should carry out introductions throughout the organization
based on the most important entities according to the organizational chart in figure 13.
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FIGURE 13: ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

The engineer takes into account how different departments and staff are related to each
other, what culture there is in the organization and the overall impression of HLH.
To support the engineer with assessing the organization with relation to information
management, the departments are tested on the following criteria as described in
appendix C:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organization
Facilities
Programs
Staff
Technology Infrastructure
Technology Management
Technology Planning
Internal & External Communications
Information Management
Business Systems
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Dedicated stakeholders

Perceptions
towards a new
EHR

Critical

Aligned
perceptions,
interests and goals

Director/Top,
School of Nursing,
Laboratory, OPD, RCHS, Dental,
IT, Reception
Psychology, Physio

Opposed
perceptions,
interests and goals

ELCT Mbulu
Diocese, IT

Non-critical

Accounting

Non-dedicated stakeholders
Critical

Non-critical

Medical record dept, Surgical
dept., HRM
TZ government,
Administration
Friends of Haydom
et.

Research,
Internal

FIGURE 14: STAKEHOLDER PERCEOPTIONS

In figure 14, the most important, based on their activities, dedication and place in the
development process, and mostly internal stakeholders are mapped onto the perception
of the healthcare information system development. The most important stakeholders are
aligned with the goals of a new healthcare system. The board however, is somewhat
sceptic about the development, as well as the support from Norway, which is seen as an
important stakeholder by the hospital. In the IT department, the interests are divided and
the perceptions changed over time. For this reason, the IT department is accounted for
having aligned as well as opposed perceptions. The goal is to align the most important
stakeholders. There are ways to obtain this alignment and one of them is by involving the
most dedicated, critical stakeholders that have high interest in the new system.

STUDY LOCAL STAKEHOLDERS
To elicit the right requirements from the end-users, they must be consulted thoroughly.
Since the end-users have inadequate knowledge about IT and the information systems
itself, a combination of methods is used obtain the requirements.
In the first sessions, interviewing is used to gather knowledge about the users’ processes.
The interviews were partly structured and on an individual basis. The interviews showed
that there were disparities between the researcher and user and therefore the
consecutive interviews had a more relation strengthening character. Most interviews
were then used to guide were knowledge could be acquired best. This includes a deeper
notion of the underlying relationships, the issues and opportunities.
Further research on the stakeholders included the research of the different users at HLH.
This was done by joining several staff in their daily work. Since the long-term goals of the
research engagement, maintaining relationships is important in this project. only
observing without proper integration is not desired. Therefore, two approaches are
considered. Firstly, realistic ethnography, where the researcher observes and stays out
of sight, or preferably a more confessional ethnographic approach to observe the local
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stakeholders. This combined with interviewing, brainstorming and discussion meetings
to engage the end-users. Secondly, in design ethnography the observant and
engagement aspects are intertwine in one method.
Since initially different interviews were held and meetings were planned, this was
combined with confessional ethnography. This approach evolved to design ethnography
when the RE project emerged. Following the design ethnography approach, the
researcher is more involved and tries to interact with the group that is been researched.
The aim of the researcher is to obtain observant information: the daily processes HLH’s
staff are following. The researcher engages in daily activities to obtain more information
about values, organizational culture and underlying relations. Lastly the researcher
interacts and actively engages with HLH in a future-oriented way: to design, create,
innovate and improvise current and potential systems that influences cultural and social
values in the hospital.
Figure 15 shows an example of an ethnographic scheme that is used, amongst others.
Most of the work was recorded (audio), to be able to interact with the staff and being
less pretentious during the field work. The relevant audio has been written out or
analyzed to use for gathering requirements.
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Notes research at HLH
By Jeroen Vos
Version: Digital

Identifyier
Research subjects
Place
Date/Time
Duration
Event
Agenda

003
Rose Jocktan, Adrea Naman
OPD
14 July 10.00
2 hours
Registration and payment
- Introduction to register
- Payment process
- insurance handling
- Send-out to other desk/department
Overview: Key Concepts, elements - Care2X for registration at OPD
- Care2X for planning work at OPD
- Cash/insurance handling
Setting
- OPD has reception windows where patients register from outside
- Inside a large waiting area where patients are called in, or walk in,
the offices surrounding the waiting area
- The different specialist are seeing the patients in the doctors
which are called in by a secretary
- At the other half of the department the pharmacy is situated.
People are sent either to here or to inpatient departments which
are out the scope of this setting
Atmosphere
- Chaotic at reception windows, (seemingly) sick people waiting in
line and fithing for there position in line
- The waiting room seems unstructured and people seem not to
follow the intended order
- At cash corner, there are people discussing and arguing
- Some doctors are timid, laid-back where others seem rather
stressed, restless
Notes
- At the registration windows, patients come in with their
identification note, or id number. Since OPD works with Care2X the
shelfs with paper records and identifyers are barely used
- The receptionists often struggle with the connectivity of the
system of its speed to register a patient
- After registration the patient is sent in, to wait for the doctor
available
- When in the room other staff and patients are walking in an out
- The doctor examines patients and send them to the cashier
- There receipts are given out and payments are handled
- The patient is sent out with instructions
- The administration is updated and receipts are processed
FIGURE 15: CONSOLIDATED EXAMPLE ETHNOGRAPHY NOTES
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SYSTEM & ENVIRONMENT RESEARCH
To better understand the local stakeholders and the situation they are operating in, their
context and the way the stakeholders interact with it, is analyzed. This included: the
relationship between staff and the hospital, where the culture of the hospital and the
implications for the staff were consulted; the way the staff behaves in their environment
and the definition of the environment that is important to them, cq. their community,
country or global environment. Then the relation between the hospital and the
community it operates in, and also the national healthcare and the governments
involving the hospital. Having an overview of these aspects provided the RE engagement
with better insights on the reason of the needs and desires of local stakeholders as well
as their behavior and norms and values.

EXPERIMENTING
To further gather requirements, examples are given, providing users a better
understanding of the current and potential new situation, and to verify the perspectives
of the end-users. These examples serve amongst others as support for discussions,
brainstorms and other sessions. These examples were generated as scenarios and use
cases. Scenarios were in this case more descriptive. An outline that for example described
the route of a patient through the hospital. These scenarios were then discussed were
requirements had been drawn out.
The use cases were initially meant to be generated based on the new system. However,
it occurs that it is more effective for the hospital’s staff to use currently used systems so
they recognize the situation. As an example: when asked for patient information needed
by different staff (figure 16) Or the processes departments are going through such as
tests requests to and results from the laboratory (figure 17). Therefore, examples of,
amongst others the Care2X system were used to generate use cases and not conventional
use case diagrams were used. Care2X is a patient information management system that
partly serves as an electronic patient record system. Interfaces from care2x were used,
combined with adjusted cases or scenarios.
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FIGURE 16: EXAMPLE OF UI REPRESENTING THE NEEDED PATIENT INFORMATION AS GUIDELINE
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FIGURE 17: EXAMPLES FROM USE CASE LABORATORY PROCESSES
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6.3.2.4 EXTERNAL EXPERTISE
Different external sources were consulted. Both from distinct and similar systems as
well as a variety of experts.

EXPERT CONSULTATION
After the initial requirements were gathered and a basic understanding of the system was
formed, information about electronic patient record systems were gathered from IT and
business intelligence specialists in Dutch hospitals.
Several specialists, medical and otherwise, came to visit HLH. Many of the expert
consultations were done there, both in an informal way as well in a formal and structured
way. Medical specialists were able to, either rely on their experiences in their country of
residence, or draw from the experience of tropical medicine work or specialized work in
other developing countries.
The meetings included brainstorm sessions about the healthcare system in Haydom,
interviews about their experiences and routines at HLH and other hospitals and
verification of needs at HLH.
Besides these specialists from other disciplines, such as anthropological experts, were
consulted. Two anthropologists that studied previously in different areas around HLH
provided deep insights in the cultural history and developing in and around HLH.
Also, other personnel such as psychologists, IT consultants, researchers, a network
manager, nurses, PhD candidates and cultural workers were consulted. Either for their
knowledge about HLH, such as experience throughout the history of Haydom and the
development of current systems, or their expertise from their profession such as research
done in other places in Tanzania or techniques used in other countries.

ANALYZING EXISTING SYSTEMS
During the analysis phase of existing systems, experts, including the researcher, were
used to give an empirical determination of the use of other systems. Also, when staff of
HLH conducted projects at other places they were asked to compare those hospitals with
HLH. In addition, staff was asked to compare HLH with other systems they had experience
with, on different aspects. The latter proved to be less effective as the staff had difficulties
recalling specifications from previous experiences. Other analogies were derived mostly
from literature and case studies, and in cases members of the organization were
requested to provide information about the operations in their organization.
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6.3.2.5 REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION
The requirements definition homogenizes and structures the requirements obtained in
previous phases to consolidate them to one set of requirements based on priority. These
are further documented and validated to come up with a complete and applicable set of
requirements.

CONSOLIDATION
There were many different methods used to gather requirements. These are verified
against both the on-site analyses and external expertise approaches and documented in
a structured way. To be able to validate these requirements properly, the initial collection
of requirements have to be consolidated. This means that they are structured and divided
in functional and non-functional requirements. Then the requirements are prioritized
according to the Moscow model as illustrated in section 5.4. The conflicts that arise
amongst different stakeholders are attempted to be solved during the consolidation and
otherwise approaches to solve the conflict were proposed. This set of consolidated needs
now to be validated.

VALIDATION
After coming up with a homogeneous set of requirements that is intended to evade and
solve the conflicts, the set needs be validated to establishing that the set of requirements
and models are aligned with the stakeholders collectively.
While during the verification it often occurs that the engineer misinterprets the
requirements gathered on-site or from external expertise, during the validation step,
there has been a focus on the alignment of the set with the stakeholders’ goals, where
misinterpretations were solved during verification. In this step, several conflicts arise, as
a result of a better overview of the requirements and understanding of the design of a
new healthcare system.
Similar methods: scenarios, adjusted use cases and discussion groups were used to
validate the requirements. These methods provided the stakeholders with sufficient
understanding of the set of requirements and the intended system while efficiently use
the available resources and keeping the stakeholders engaged.
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EVALUATION
The set of requirements is evaluated by the end users and a few experts that are involved
in the project. Although the selection of requirements at this time had to be further
consolidated, the current set has been evaluated. Some of the aspects of the set of
requirements such as the mobility and the flexibility of the system were questioned.
Therefore, the set was revalidated. Due to time constraints of the project, this iteration
was done off-site. The evaluation is primarily done by interviewing and discussing. This
should be complemented with keeping lists and tracking issues while the project
continues.

6.3.2.6 SET OF REQUIREMENTS
The set of requirements is the final set that can be used for further planning and design.
This set has been validated and evaluated and is able to change according future changes
in perspective of the users and engineer. This complete set of applicable requirements
needs to be maintained along the project. Preferably continually, even when the project
is idle. Since the available resources are not available to do so at HLH, the requirements
must be reevaluated and if necessary revalidated before the planning and design phase.

6.3.3 EVALUATION RE PROCESS HLH
The case study at HLH was used as part of the proof of concept. The case study cannot
be completely used for testing the framework. The reason is that there is not an operating
system that is designed to validate the gathered requirements on. Therefore, only the set
itself can be tested, and has to be validated based on applicability onto scenarios or basic
prototypes. Also, the fact that only one case study is performed makes it difficult to
generalize the framework to other environments. Though, it can be used to prove the
applicability and flexibility of the framework to fit in an environment and collect a set of
requirements, as a proof of concept.
In section 6.2, the criteria for testing and evaluating the framework has been set.
These are:
•
•
•

Engagement & Communication
Quality & Applicability
Flexibility & Maintainability
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6.3.3.1 ENGAGEMENT & COMMUNICATION
An important reason for the development of this framework is to come up with a suitable
way to engage users in a sub-Saharan rural hospital. Since this differs significantly from
users that are involved in case studies on healthcare systems in other contexts. End users
should be involved in all phases of the RE process, in a way that both the engineer and
the end-users benefit from the engagement in an efficient way. This means that although
the end-users are continually involved, for different steps in the process; external
experts, best practices and other example are used to come up with new insights.
Although external experts are not part of the healthcare system itself, they need to be
involved as much as possible to be able to verify on-site work and validate the set of
requirements. The involvement of the end-users including all the staff increases the
acceptance of the project, the new system and the willingness to learn and train for the
system. It is important that the end-users see the long-term implications rather that only
the short-term impact.
During the on-site analysis, the end-users were heard to gather insight of their needs.
The input of external expertise complemented these insights and it is important to
involve the local stakeholders with this new information. To engage the local stakeholders
during the study, different discussion meetings were held where they could interact with
departments based on the gathered information. In this way, both end-user as well as
the researcher learned from these new inputs.
Different departments got highly involved, like the outpatient department and especially
the laboratory. These departments were drivers for the engagement of other
departments and user that initially were less involved. Based on the current system,
instruments that are used and insights given on potential new functionalities, these
departments had feeling of what a system could look like and what possibilities are to
improve their current work. The enthusiasm of these departments triggered other staff
to engage in the RE project and find their benefits for a new, improved system.
Since during the experimenting phase a large part of the needs and requirements were
collected, it can be concluded that having an experimenting step in the analysis phase,
rather than only during validation, makes the framework more efficient. It decreases the
amount of iteration cycles, which can be expensive in terms of the use of resources. This
is especially the case when large iteration cycles are followed, where a whole phase needs
to be run through. Also, too many iterations mean that end-users can lose their interest
which results in decreasing involvement.

6.3.3.2 QUALITY & APPLICABILITY
To assure quality and applicability of the requirements, intensive interaction between onsite analyses and external expertise is needed. A full set of requirements is needed that
covers all aspects of the healthcare system. This needs expert consultation in a variety of
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disciplines as well as looking at best practices outside HLH. To verify the application of
requirements this should be directly evaluated by local stakeholders. Also, the other way
around, insights gotten from local stakeholders need to be discussed and evaluated by
experts. To verify the quality of requirements, different experts are asked to evaluate the
requirements. Even though the evaluation of an expert is subjective, it can be verified by
the conclusions of different experts.

6.3.3.3 FLEXIBILITY & MAINTAINABILITY
Since before the validation in the requirements definition phase, requirements are
verified frequently amongst both experts and local stakeholders, the number of iterations
along the whole project are reduced. This back and forth method during the analysis
demands a structured and well documented approach. This structure will support the
flexibility and over time the set is well manageable. Since during the validation, and also
the experiment, phase no full prototypes or systems were used, the set could easily be
changed. Towards end-users these changes had to be justified, and this can result in a
decrease in acceptance. The fact that during the case study it is tried to focus most
iteration on the phase during on-site analyses and external expertise, gives more room
to examine the set of requirements more thoroughly during the requirements definition.
Given the resources in this project this approach is ought to be more effective that iterate
through the whole model multiple times. During the validation, missing requirements or
a mismatch with the set of requirements can be resolved, preferably by focusing on
consulting experts and when necessary consulting local stakeholders. During the
subsequent design phases, the set of requirements should be reevaluated and changed
accordingly.

6.3.4 DYNAMICS OF THE RE PROJECT AT HLH
The framework that is used during the case study at HLH had the goal to gather a
complete set of applicable requirements. The case study was used as part of the proof of
concept regarding this framework. As the case study cannot be used for validating the
framework theoretical validation had to be done and the study is used by means of a
proof of concept. The case study is also intended to initiate the development of a
comprehensive healthcare system at HLH and conceivably beyond HLH.
The tested framework is used to collect, analyze and structure the requirements for a
healthcare system in a rural hospital in developing sub-Saharan countries, in this case
HLH. After the engagement, a researcher needs to be involved to continue the project,
by updating the set of requirements, planning the remaining project and design and
develop a healthcare system for HLH. This project initiated different relations. Parallel
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and subsequent to the project, a PhD candidacy is started to intensify the project and
have the capacity to broaden the scope of the project.
The engagement in this project resulted in more awareness of IT in the hospital. This
included for example the evaluation of the IT department and their activities. For
example, the development of the fundraising website was continued and IT facilities were
improved. In departments issues about the current information management
organization were already advanced and the laboratory continued connecting their
instruments to care2x. Also, the laboratory stated to lobby for the use of care2x in other
departments to make their work more efficient.

6.3.5 BARRIERS TO THE PROJECT
Besides gathering requirements and experiencing a lot of cooperation, there were
barriers to the project from different kinds of stakeholders. Some were to be expected
where others were sometimes less obvious. Since those IS development projects require
large investments, there were quite some concerns about costs, especially when
discussing maintenance costs, which were underestimated or overlooked. Also, since the
users experience more short-time disadvantages instead of the long-term advantages,
they perceive changes in their work, and system as more inefficient and they look up to
the large changes and the implementation of the system. The latter is also induced by
previous projects where there was no sufficient training or maintenance of knowledge
and skills.
Reasons for resistance and perceiving barriers are also that in this case an external
researcher forces a new system on them, and in this context, especially at HLH, the staff
experiences this a lot. Again, involvement is key, but it is also crucial that the local
stakeholders get a sense of ownership of the building system. A common organizational
related barrier arisen when some departments needed to be more transparent or share
information and responsibilities. Mainly the research department, that operated more
independently, and the accounting department, that work quite isolated, show
resistance towards sharing their operations. Therefore, emphasis on organizational
change needs be put early on in the design phase.
One of the dilemmas is the level of standardization within the healthcare system. On the
one hand it increases efficiency, but some stakeholders need more room for flexible input
and output. This differs between departments and different roles and tasks, but also
between staff since they have different routines, uses or knowledge about the system.
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6.3.6 LESSONS LEARNED
From this case study, a couple of important lessons are learned. To start with, the
researcher needs to have extended knowledge about the system, environment and the
people. Where in other cultures, there is room to progress the researcher’s
understanding, in this context the researcher needs this already prior to the engagment.
This makes the preliminary crucial for the success of an engagement in this environment.
There needs to be a balance between starting the project with an open-minded view and
having sufficient initial knowledge to interact effectively with the local stakeholders.
Secondly, dominant stakeholders, and departments that take initiative should be given
room to engage strongly in the project. In other environments, oftentimes the goal is to
give every stakeholder an equal say in the process. However, when giving room to
dominant players, the less involved will be drawn into the project. These stakeholders
have more power than an external researcher and when guided well, they involve all
important stakeholders that are important for initial development. These department are
also a good starting point for the implementation of the system or prototypes when a
strict roadmap is available on how to deploy to the rest of the hospital.
During the RE process, most involvement is obtained by making use of existing systems
and build on those systems. Even when the intention is to come up with a whole new
information system, the recognition stakeholders have when working with (adjustments
of) existing systems is crucial. It needs to be noted that these systems can also be derived
from ‘paper systems’ or whatsoever the hospital is using to manage their information.
It is important for the success of the project to involve all stakeholders. The drawback of
involvement is that it is decreasing efficiency. The stakeholders implore the researcher
or engineer for help and advice. While this supports the relationship, it may not be in line
with the project. Therefore, the researcher needs to be aware of being actively engaged
in an efficient way and being observant and focused on the RE process while maintaining
relationships.
The more iterations there are during the RE process, the more resources are depleted.
Since end-users often have limited time available, or prioritized for such projects and
experts have only limited time available, the projects should be aimed to be efficient. For
this reason, the number of iterations should be limited. Also, the more iterations, the
higher the change that end-users lose interest or even trust in the project. Therefore, the
iterations that have to be performed should not intend going back to the analyses and
going through the whole framework. Emphasis should be put on short iteration cycles.
The set of requirements that is communicated is not directly used to continue the
development cycle. Therefore, there will be a hold on the project. This has consequences
for the engagement of stakeholders, the validity of the set of the requirements and the
effectiveness of the RE process. When planning the system development prior to the RE
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phase, also changes or implication of further planning should be considered and
anticipated on.
Since the research, the development of the framework and the case study were done in
parallel, the necessary structure and process and project management was sometimes
lacking. In these environments, this has proven to be important for a straightforward and
efficient conduction of the project.

6.4 CONCLUSION
The case study at Haydom Lutheran Hospital is used to test the RE framework. The
framework is assessed on: engagement and communication; quality and applicability and
flexibility and maintainability. The involvement of stakeholders that the framework
induces, the communication and the flexibility of the framework is validated. The quality
and the maintainability are challenging to test and validate. Evaluating how the RE
framework performs in the system development lifecycle is inconceivable due to the
short-term nature of the case study. Generalizing the finding is a second issue with
performing one case study, in one context. To validate the framework, the design cycle
should be continued so, that the maintainability and the quality of the framework can be
further validated. Also, the case studies should be performed in various environments to
give insight on how the framework adapts to different contexts. To improve the
validation, theoretical validation is imposed and more qualitative methods are used to
validate the case study. The model can be improved by incorporating the lessons learned
and reevaluate the framework.
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7 CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
This thesis contains an applied study into the role of requirements engineering in the
development of information systems in developing countries, with a focus on healthcare
systems. This chapter brings all research results together to reflect on the main goal of
this thesis: “Developing a requirements engineering framework for a healthcare system
in rural hospitals in developing countries”.
In this chapter, first the research in this thesis is discussed. In the second paragraph the
conclusions are presented. Based on these concussions, recommendations are given and
the research in this thesis is reflected.

7.1 DISCUSSION
In this thesis, a new requirements engineering framework is developed to fit the needs
and demands better while designing information systems in rural hospitals in developing
countries. The proof of concept is done by implementing at Haydom Lutheran Hospital in
Tanzania. The assessment of the framework is done for three points of overall criteria:
engagement & communication, quality & applicability and flexibility & maintainability.
Healthcare environments are constantly in development. Also in less developed
countries, or countries where healthcare is less developed, there is an increasing need
for the improvement of information management. Because of this need and improving
infrastructure, more emphasis is put on information system development. Information
system development in developing countries, and especially in rural hospitals, demand
an adjusted approach of designing information systems. An important phase that is
expected to need improvements is the requirements engineering phase.
Important lessons learned from the research on requirements engineering in rural
hospitals in a developing country, are the way that the external researcher, or engineer,
needs to act in environments that he or she is not familiar with. It is crucial to find a
balance to start the project with an open-minded view and at the same time have
sufficient knowledge to effectively initiate the engagement with local stakeholders. Also,
a good balance in engagement and efficiency of the process, between researcher or
engineer and local stakeholders is needed. Another important lesson is that the local
stakeholders need to be made aware of the short-term and long-term implications and
actions. Therefore, communication and proper engagement are key to the success of the
project.
It is proven that hands-on methods like scenario sketching and use cases are effective to
engage users and give them a good understanding of the system and its functionalities.
These methods are typically used for the validation phase in traditional RE processes. In
this case, there was a focus on using these methods during the experimenting step in the
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analysis phase. Gathering knowledge from both on-site analyses and external expertise,
complemented the total set of requirements. Though, direct verification between these
approaches was needed. This ensured, together with the hands-on analysis methods, the
quality and applicability of the requirements.
The validation of the set of requirements is challenging. It is difficult to come up with
validation criteria that give conclusive insights in the quality of the requirements while
still operating in the RE phase. As a result, the set of requirements can best be validated
through external and internal knowledge about the proposed system. Therefore,
different experts need to be consulted that are collectively able to answer to the
validation of the set of requirements which will be further related to in section 7.3.
To improve the validation, theoretical validation is imposed and more qualitative
methods are used to validate the case study. The model can be improved by
incorporating the lessons learned from this, and future, research and reevaluations of the
framework.
Although there are multiple faith-based hospitals in Tanzania, there was a strong
influence of the Norwegian mission that founded the hospital. This Norwegian influence
affects the way the hospital is organized, the culture of the hospital and the perceptive
towards innovations and technology. Due to Norwegian involvement, today there are
many western people coming to Haydom, in different roles. This strongly changes the
attitudes of local stakeholders. On the one hand, they are more used to external
interference on the other hand, their perception towards this interference is more
negative and they have ‘first proof, then believe’ attitude.
The on-site analysis with the proposed techniques focused on the one hand on studying
and on the other hand on engage end-users, or local stakeholders, in the project.
Especially the engagement part was focused on utilizing the imagination of the local
stakeholders. To complement and broaden the set of requirements and verify the
conditions of the requirements external experts were consulted. This approach was often
more structured, despite whether the consultations were either formal or informal. The
combination between these structured and less-structured RE methods, the approaches
were able to complement each other.
The extensive verification, and validation at the closure of the project, improve the users’
engagement. An advantage of the verification and validation approach is an inexpensive
practice for RE development. Furthermore, this approach generates flexibility in the
framework. This also means that the resources of the project can be deployed more
flexible. The chance of the project being abandoned due to a lack of resources or
commitment decreases. However, since the validation step, where the set is tested on its
ability to fit for a new healthcare system, has less focus, the set of requirements has a
higher risk of a miss-match with the system. Nonetheless, in the environment of rural
hospitals, the benefits of the flexibility of the framework outweigh the risk of a poorer fit
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in the end. To anticipate on this risk, the development lifecycle should be more iterative,
and the system needs to allow for continuous improvement.
There has been an emphasis on consulting experts and asking for best practices. It has
proved to be effective to involve external experts from different disciplines during the RE
phase. Also, there will be a need to keep the experts involved in the rest of the
information system development cycle. Compared to conventional (western) projects,
there is a need for more variety in and focus on the consulted experts. In addition, the
experts involved and preferably communities of experts are desired to be involved
structurally in the healthcare system. In this way they can consult remotely, whether this
is for medical, technical or organizational support.

7.2 CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, a new requirements engineering framework is developed to better fit the
needs and demands of the end-users of a healthcare system, while designing information
systems in rural hospitals in sub-Saharan countries. This is done by assessing current
approaches for Requirements Engineering (RE) and mapping these on particular
environments. With the meta-requirements at hand a RE framework is constructed that
fits in this context. The proof of concept regarding this RE framework is done by
implementing the framework at Haydom Lutheran Hospital in Tanzania.
The developed framework during the thesis project and the case study and the literature
research is performed to answer the main research question:
Can a RE framework be developed, such that the requirements engineering process in
healthcare information systems development can be enhanced when utilized in the
context of rural hospitals in developing countries?

The answer to this main research question is that such a requirements engineering
framework can be developed, where the research described in this thesis acts as proof.
The conducted research delivers a proof of concept of the RE framework that is
presented in figure 18. The following paragraphs elaborate on answering the research
question.
7.2.1 CURRENT APPROACHES FOR RE IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS
The RE activities that are described in this research are divided into three main categories.
These were leading during the research and the success factors where structured along
this division. The RE activities are divided into:
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•

•

•

Requirements definition
o Eliciting
o Identifying
o Analyzing
Requirements documentation
o Specifying
o Modeling
Requirements management
o Validating
o Managing

In this thesis, there was an initial focus on the requirements definition phase as it was
assumed that particularly this phase in RE in rural areas differs from conventional
methods. Important practices of requirements gathering consist of assessing current
systems to gain a good understanding of the context of research where after local
stakeholders and experts need to be consulted. It turned out that an important step is
the interaction with existing information systems during the RE process. The steps found
in the literature are assessed on whether they fit in the following contexts. This led to a
set of suitable requirements for RE in rural hospitals in developing countries.
Important factors in healthcare environments are:
•
•
•
•

Healthcare is characterized by complex processes for the care of patients
Requires exceptional level of communication between healthcare specialists and
professionals and between different departments and institutions
Need for constant evaluation and upgrading the healthcare systems
User-centered design approach needed

Important factors in developing countries are:
•
•
•
•

Compared to industrialized countries: Lacking skills, capacity, IT knowledge
Coping with missing documentation and literature
Need for long-term focus on IT implementations
Coping with difference of perceptions, cultures, objectives and behavior between
designers and research subject

From the literature review and the study in Haydom, Tanzania different methods are used
to construct the framework. The selected methods are considered suitable for using in a
RE framework to be used in rural hospitals in developing countries.
Selection of methods used in the context of rural hospitals in developing countries:
•

Elicitation
o Document Analysis
o Focus Groups
o Interviews
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•

•

•

o Observation
o Workshops
o Scenarios & use cases
o Extracting from existing systems
Analysis
o (Checklists)
o Moscow analysis
o Domain knowledge
o Scenario based analysis
Validation
o Peer review
o Expert review
Management
o Tracing requirements
o Verbal/ technical communication

Important note is that most elicitation is focussed on the analysis of local stakeholders
and environment. The research on factors for this context concluded that local sources
alone cannot define the whole set of requirements, even considering strong expertise
from the designer or engineer. The presumption, resulting from the review of current
methodologies, is that a strong involvement of expertise is needed to come up with a
complete set of applicable requirements.
7.2.2 REQUIREMENTS FOR DESIGNING A NEW RE FRAMEWORK.
The requirements for a RE framework were based on existing methods. The methods are
chosen to effectively gather a complete set of applicable requirements, in an efficient
way. The methods that are used in the framework are customized to fit the context the
framework is made for: healthcare systems in rural hospitals. Internal and external
analysis approaches are combined to engineer this set of requirements. The
requirements for a new RE framework include validation and evaluation phases
throughout the system development.
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FIGURE 18: PROPOSED RE FRAMEWORK

The most important aspects of the RE framework that is presented in figure 18 are listed
below. There is a focus on:
•
•
•
•

Engagement of stakeholders
The interaction between on-site analyses and external expertise
Emphasis on early verification: Where the requirements of the system are
evaluated on the specifications and imposed conditions
Efficient validation: Where, after consolidation, the requirements are verified on
the acceptance of the requirements by the stakeholders

The framework attempts to obtain a set in an efficient way, to ensure sufficient resources
and the commitment of stakeholders to the information system development project.
The framework is developed according the requirements that were set by the metarequirements.
7.2.3 VALIDATING THE RE FRAMEWORK
The case study at Haydom Lutheran Hospital (HLH) is used to test the RE framework.
Although there are many typical characteristics at HLH, for rural hospitals in developing
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countries, generalization to other situations has to be done with caution. Since the
framework is both constructed and tested in Haydom, the framework cannot be
completely validated by a case study at HLH. Therefore, the effect and the application of
the framework is tested, by means of a proof of concept rather than validating the RE
framework.
The requirements engineering framework is assessed on: engagement and
communication, quality and applicability and flexibility and maintainability. The
involvement of stakeholders that the framework induces is assessed as well as the
communication within the project and the flexibility of the framework. The quality and
the maintainability are challenging to test and to validate. Evaluating how the RE
framework performs in the system development lifecycle is inconceivable due to the
short-term nature of the case study. Generalizing the finding is a second issue with
performing one case study, in one context. To validate the framework, the design cycle
should be continued so, that the maintainability and the quality of the framework can be
further validated. Also, the case studies should be performed in various environments to
give insight on how the framework adapts to different contexts.
7.2.4 USABILITY OF THE RE FRAMEWORK
The framework is designed in such a way that it fits in the development lifecycle for
information systems (paragraph 5.2). It covers the requirements engineering phase,
during the planning, concept development, requirements definition and documentation.
Also, it is intertwined in the next design phases and the requirements are managed along
the information system development project.
The on-site analysis where local stakeholders are studied and engaged into the project
are combined with the external expertise of specialists in different fields and best
practices gathered in different and similar systems. The frequent verification between
these elicitation approaches increases the quality and the applicability of the set of
requirements early on.
Because of continuous verification during the requirement collection phase and a focus
on structuring the working set of requirements, the requirements could be managed well.
This structure also resulted in a manageable set of requirements. There was a focus on
verification along the research engagement in this project, instead of frequently
validating and iterating through the whole model. Because during the validation no large
prototypes were used, and the validation methods were relatively light, there was room
for changing the requirements without going through an intensive phase over and over.
This made the framework flexible and adjustable to resources and needs of the involved
stakeholders.
The framework focusses on stakeholders with limited capacity and knowledge regarding
IT and information management. Using this framework, the requirements can be
determined by the users while ensuring a complete set of applicable requirements of
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high quality by the engineer and experts. This creates commitment to the system itself.
This healthcare system fits the needs of the end users and involved stakeholders more
closely. The resulting healthcare system provides the users with more accurate and
better accessible information. A wide variety benefits from such a healthcare system as
they work more efficiently and more effectively.
Furthermore, as the system will make the hospital’s operations more insightful, and
therefore it will allow for efficiency, the system will save time, costs and other resources.
In this case, the different departments can focus more on their core values. As a result of
an efficient system with more transparency, external actors will more likely be willing to
engage in the hospital’s operations and be more willing to support the hospital.

7.3 RECOMMENDATIONS
A recommendation to workers in requirements engineering and healthcare systems
development is to broaden the focus on case studies to more long-term engagements
with the study subjects and environments that are researched. This long-term
engagement allows for more intensive studies and a more sustainable character. Even
though research is often funded by external (western) organizations, a more balanced
and involved way of research should be conducted to ensure there are equal benefits to
the researcher and the local stakeholders. This approach allows the availability of a
planned series of engagement so that the researches also would be more efficient than
ad-hoc studies.
Requirements engineering for healthcare system in rural hospitals differs much from
conventional requirements collecting methods. This research combined different
conventional requirements analysis techniques with design science methods and best
practices from other environments. To completely confirm the effectiveness of the
framework, the RE framework should be tested within multiple complete development
cycles. Preferably along rural hospitals in different (sub-Saharan) countries.
A proposal of the development lifecycle and the place of requirements engineering in this
developments cycle is derived from some common used design methodologies. More
extensive research needs to be done on how requirements engineering should be
positioned in information system development in rural hospitals.

7.4 REFLECTION
The previous paragraph recommended more testing on the fit of the framework in other
environments. Even though there many typical characteristics at HLH, for rural hospitals
in developing countries, generalization to other situations has to be done with caution.
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During the proof of concept by the case study at HLH, several instances were found that
are considered impeding towards the generalizability of the RE framework.
Although there are multiple faith-based hospitals in Tanzania, there was a strong
influence of the Norwegian mission that founded the hospital. This Norwegian influence
affects the way the hospital is organized, the culture of the hospital and the perceptive
towards innovations and technology. Due to Norwegian involvement, today there are
many western people coming to Haydom, in different roles. This strongly changes the
attitudes of local stakeholders. On the one hand, they are more used to external
interference on the other hand, their perception towards this interference is more
negative and they have ‘first proof, then believe’ attitude.
Haydom has a large research department that attracts a lot of researchers in various
disciplines. Also, it stimulates cooperation with companies which generates a drive for
innovation and improvement of their operations. The research department therefore has
substantial technology at its disposal. This induces the acceptation towards technology.
Due to external support the hospital receives, HLH has a relatively good infrastructure
and facilities. This constant support and different projects to improve the hospital and its
environment, might be quite unique and not representative for rural hospitals. These
proceedings make HLH an attractive and one of the more sophisticated hospitals in
Tanzania. Compared to other rural hospitals it is easier to implement IT in Haydom
because of their support, their capacity and their familiarity.
Likewise, Tanzania has a history of getting a lot of support, being the seventh country
receiving donations, after Syria (Word Atlas, 2017). The Tanzanian government is
therefore able to support the healthcare system, although relying on external sources.
Compared to other developing countries there is a lot of external support. This makes
implementing IT relatively easy compared to countries that lack support in health.
Therefore, it is easier to generalize to countries like Tanzania.
Currently being the 7th country, Tanzania used to be in the top 3 countries receiving most
external support. This shift is in line with support on a local level. The main reasons are
instabilities in other countries, the refugee crisis and the shift of Tanzanian government
towards more isolated policies according to NCA (2016). This development makes that
future planning changes, and more focus need to be put on dealing with changing and
lacking resources.
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APPENDIX A: HAYDOM LUTHERAN HOSPITAL
Haydom Lutheran Hospital (HLH) is located in the Manyara region of Tanzania, 300 km
from the closest city, Arusha. This is a rural part of the country, and the hospital generally
considered to be the only high standard hospital in the area. The hospital is recognized
by the Tanzanian government as referral hospital at the regional level and it is on the
government’s agenda to upgrade its status to Zonal level referral hospital, making it the
official referral hospital for the surrounding regions.
HLH serves seven districts in four regions, containing almost one million people in the
nearby area and two million people in the greater servicing area. The hospital as a total
number of 600 medical employees. The hospital has 420 beds and cares for almost
90.000 patients annually.
HLH’ mission is: “To care for the needs of the whole human being, including: physically,
mentally, spiritually and socially. HLH focusses on reducing the burden of disease, poverty
(contributing to local development, construction of infrastructure, schools, churches and
agricultural projects), capacity building and creating partnerships with other
organizations.”
As stated in the mission their goal is to provide care in a broad way to help the community
in and the areas around Haydom. HLH is funded by the Norwegian government and used
to be owned by the Norwegian Lutheran Mission. Nowadays the Tanzanian government
is responsible for an important part of employee’s wages and their importance increases
rapidly as the Norwegian support decreases.
To attract donors and to be more efficient it is important to get insights in the hospital’s
operations. These insights also support in meeting their mission.
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FIGURE 19: ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE HLH.

FACILITIES
The administration offices as well as the IT office allows for many staff to work. Around
the wards and in the laboratory, there are offices and workspaces for doctors and
specialists. As a first impression, there are sufficient workplaces. However, after talking
to different departments, there not always enough offices available at one place
whereas there are sufficient in other places. Hospital beds are in most departments
sufficiently available although there is an increasing demand. The physical security is
well in the offices. The offices can all be locked, there are several and the compound is
guarded 24 hours a day.

PROGRAMS
There are several departments within the hospital (see appendix 1) with their own
specialties, organization and challenges. The hospital has a research program together
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with NMRI performing research on several topics ranging from reproductive health to
tuberculosis and HIV. There are different training and educational programs including the
Haydom School of Nursing and HIV information programs.

STAFF
The staff consists of medical specialists, interns, nurses, volunteers, financial staff,
technical staff and IT staff. Specialists, especially those in OPD and in the lab, often work
with computers, doctors from other wards are less used to work on a computer,
especially when dealing with patient information. The technical staff is supposed to keep
track of their inventory digitally, but at this point it is not clear whether everything is upto-date. The administration works with webERP. They have knowledge about parts of the
system but there are few who have full oversight of the overall functionalities.

TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE
In the whole hospital, there are computers available, also there are several laptops to
borrow. In almost the whole hospital there is wifi-connection. With an average speed of
0.5-1.0/0.9-1.5 Mbps at most places.
For the outpatient department, the hospital is using Care2X, an open source healthcare
information system. It enables the department to operate completely paperless. And
decreased for example the waiting times tremendously. There is an integration with the
laboratory. Though, the goal is to also integrate the inpatient departments as well as for
example the outreach programs.

TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
Currently there is no one officially appointed for the role as head of IT and so head of
fundraising is now responsible for IT. Within the IT department there are four staff
members, maintaining the network and the computers at the hospital. A Norwegian IT
consultant supervises the IT department from Norway and consults on the network and
all IT related issues.
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TECHNOLOGY PLANNING
In the last years, more and more is done in terms of strategic planning. Also the
technology planning is covered and there is a sense that the hospital should invest in
digitalizing their organization.
Previously the head of IT & External Relations & Fundraising was responsible for the
technology planning and currently the director and head of fundraising are involved in
the planning.

INTERNAL & EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION
The communication between doctors is often in person rather than via patient records.
Since the records are not always consulted, and up-to-date, this communication won’t
always succeed. For example, a psychiatric patient might be discharged while a specialist
stated that this patient really shouldn’t be discharged.
The external communication is done primarily via the website. HLH is currently
developing a new website with a larger focus on fundraising. The website’s primary
function is now to inform volunteers.

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
Within the organization there are different kinds of information which are crucial for the
hospital. On the one hand the medical patient records, where doctors see the medical
history of the patient and doctors can communicate warnings or remarks etc. to the next
department.
Another crucial part of the organization is the information to the donors. Donors want
insight in the operations and finances of the organization and might fund only certain
projects. Therefore, insights are needed in what money goes to which expense. The
systems currently are working in isolation and information is exchanged only manually.

BUSINESS SYSTEMS
HLH’s financial department uses WebERP for their administration. WebERP is quite a
comprehensive program, but lacks good reporting functionality and integration with
other systems. This goes for salary systems etc. as well. This results in to less insight in
the financial situation of the hospital and currently there is a lack of accountability.
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APPENDIX B: SPECIFICATIONS CARE2X (CONSOLIDATED)
HAYDOM LUTHERAN HOSPITAL CLINICAL LABORATORY
Colab: Collins. Mitala. Laboratory Mentor (CLSI).
SPECIFICATION FOR INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM – CARE2X
Essential Information on Electronic Laboratory Request Form.
1. Laboratory Name (Haydom Lutheran Hospital Clinical Laboratory).
2. Request for Laboratory Examination.
3. Patient’s Full Names.
4. Hospital Registration Number.
5. Patient’s Date of Birth or Age.
6. Patient’s Gender.
7. Ward / Department.
8. Date and Time of Request.
9. Date and Time of Specimen Collection.
10. Type of Specimen Collected, and, if appropriate, Anatomical Site of Origin.
11. Volume (mL) / Mass (g) of Specimen.
12. Specimen Container Used.
13. Clinical Data (Patient Notes Relevant to Request being made).
14. Examination(s) Requested.
15. Time Results Required.
16. Name, Designation and Contact Details of Requester.
Essential Information on Laboratory Report.
1. Laboratory Name.
2. Patient Identification and Patient Location on Each Page (Hospital Registration
Number, Patient’s Date of Birth or Age, Patient’s Gender, Ward / Department).
3. Laboratory Number (To be automatically generated upon accepting the Request in
the Laboratory).
4. Name, Designation and Contact Details of Requester.
5. Date and Time of Request.
6. Date and Time of Specimen Collection.
7. Type of Specimen Collected, and, if appropriate, Anatomical Site of Origin.
8. Examination(s) Performed.
9. Measurement Procedure.
10. Examination results reported in SI Units, units traceable to SI units, or other applicable
units.
11. Identification of all Examinations that have been performed by a Referral Laboratory,
if any.
12. Biological Reference Intervals (we should be able to input clinical decision values, or
diagrams / nomograms supporting clinical decision values, where applicable).
13. Interpretation of Results where applicable.
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14. Other Comments such as cautionary or explanatory notes (e.g. quality or adequacy of
the primary sample which may have compromised the result, results / interpretations
from referral laboratories, use of developmental procedure).
15. Identification of examinations undertaken as part of a research or development program and for
which no specific claims on measurement performance are available.
16. Identification of the person(s) reviewing the results and authorizing the release of the
report (if not contained in the report, readily available when needed).
17. Date of the report, and time of release (if not contained in the report, readily available
when needed).
18. Page number to total number of pages (e.g. “Page 1 of 5”, “Page 2 of 5”, etc.).
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APPENDIX C: CONTEXT DESCRIPTION CHART

This context description chart is derived from Mertz (2015). It supports the
organizational analysis and provides criteria to give deep insights into the organization
efficiently.

Context Description Chart
Problems

Opportunities

Anything relevant to
understanding problems and
issues related to technology.

Organizational problems
related to technology;
funders requirements, Board
of Directors requirements,
need to interface with other
agencies or report to funders.

New ways to
increase the
visibility or prestige
or fundraising
profile of the
organization.

Describe space, size, security, lighting, who uses space, etc.

Anything relevant to placement
and use of technolgy.

Problems related to
technology, e.g., structure,
security, furniture, climate
controls, lighting, etc.

E.g. better ways to
use the existing
space. Or better
ways to analyze the
existing space.

Describe program/service/product activities in general, who
attends, program’s focus, how computers and apps are used.

Anything relevant to past
activities that sheds light on
computer use now or in future.

Within program activities,
problems related to desire for
tech or problems with current
use.

New ways to run the
programs facilitated
by technology.

Who does what and how they interact w/computers. Do they have
access to relevant computer office applications? Do they know
what they need to make use of the technology available to them?
What training is available to them?

How long employed, if
relevant; previous experience, if
relevant.

Might mention willingness to
learn,

E.g. is technology
understood in one
job task that could
be applied to
another?

Specify hardware, network, Internet connection, OS, peripherals,
types of software programs, etc. Be specific.

May be relevant to know that
certain items became available
at a different time.

Problems related to
technology.

New hardware or
software that would
make their
technology
infrastructure run
better.

Who is responsible for managing their technology infrastructure?
What is included? Problem solving? Reporting problems? Fixing
problems? Logging problems? Maintenance of equipment?

Background that helps explain
this org's understanding of
importance of tech. mgt.

Files lost, backups not
performed, backups corrupt,
prevalence of viruses and
spyware.

E.g. new ways to
manage backups and
software updates.

It is important to get a sense of the size of the organization. E.g. #
employees, # people served, budget size.

Technology
Management

Technology
Infrastructure

Staff

Program

Facilities

Organization

Current
Name, location, relationship to its community/constituents/market,
mission/purpose/goals, major program areas, services, products.

Relevant History

How are operational tasks handled: backing up critical data,
installing and updating software, updating virus definitions.
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Internal & External
Communications

Technology Planning

Context Description Chart
Current

Relevant History

Who is responsible for planning and budgeting for their
technology infrastructure? Do they have a technology planning
committee? Who is on the committee? Is technology planning one
person’s job? Is it anyone’s job?

How long has their current
technical plan been in place?
Have they had a plan in the past
that has gone stale? Have they
ever attempted to do a plan?

Do they have a long list of
problems across all areas of
information management,
communications,
management, etc that
suggests a need for
coordinated technology
planning?

E.g. are
organizations like
theirs using
technology in a
myriad of ways that
they are not?

Can files be shared internally? Are mechanisms in place to ensure
data security? Do staff have internet email accounts? Does the
organization have the capacity to access the web? Does the
organization have a web site supporting its mission that is
regularly updated? Does the organization manage the email and
web addresses of its donors, funders, clients, and volunteers in the
same way it manages other contact information.

How have they shared
information within the office in
the past? How have they
communicated to their
constituents and/or donors in
the past?

Where are there difficulties
and slow-downs in
communicating. Where does
information get lost?

E.g. how would the
organization benefit
from an intranet
such as by using
Sharepoint? How
would the
organization benefit
by using YouTube,
Skype, LinkedIn, or
other external
communications
tools.

What information is critical to the organization (e.g. donor, client,
case management)? How is the information managed? Is it
managed electronically, via paper, or mixed? Does it have
information systems to manage its critical information needs?
How does information flow electronically among staff in the
organization? Is information entered only once, or need it be
entered repeatedly?

Have they tried to automate in
the past? How has that gone?
How have their current
databases been built? By staff?
Volunteers? Interns?

What are the shortcomings of
their current information
systems? Duplication of
work? Erroneous reports?

How could their
operations or
programs be
enhanced by
managing
information better?

How does the organization manage its accounting processes?
Payroll? Other benefit systems?

How long has it been in place?

Is it causing problems? Are
reports accurate and
adequate? Does it meet their
funders’ requirements?

Can it be done more
fluidly? Do cheaper
or better alternatives
exist?

Business Systems

Information Management

Context Description Chart
Current
Relevant History
Problems
Opportunities
Name, location, relationship to its community/constituents/market, mission/purpose/goals, major program areas, services, products.
It is important to get a sense of the size of the organization. E.g. # employees, # people served, budget size.

Anything relevant to understanding problems and issues related to technology.
Organizational problems related to technology; funders requirements, Board of Directors requirements, need to interface with other agencies or report to funders.
New ways to increase the visibility or prestige or fundraising profile of the organization.
Describe space, size, security, lighting, who uses space, etc.
Anything relevant to placement and use of technolgy.
Problems related to technology, e.g., structure, security, furniture, climate controls, lighting, etc.

E.g. better ways to use the existing space. Or better ways to analyze the existing space.
Describe program/service/product activities in general, who attends, program’s focus, how computers and apps are used.
Anything relevant to past activities that sheds light on computer use now or in future.
Within program activities, problems related to desire for tech or problems with current use.
New ways to run the programs facilitated by technology.
Who does what and how they interact w/computers. Do they have access to relevant computer office applications? Do they know what they need to make use of the technology available to them? What training is available to them?
How long employed, if relevant; previous experience, if relevant.
Might mention willingness to learn,
E.g. is technology understood in one job task that could be applied to another?
Specify hardware, network, Internet connection, OS, peripherals, types of software programs, etc. Be specific.
May be relevant to know that certain items became available at a different time.
Problems related to technology.
New hardware or software that would make their technology infrastructure run better.
Who is responsible for managing their technology infrastructure? What is included? Problem solving? Reporting problems? Fixing problems? Logging problems? Maintenance of equipment?
How are operational tasks handled: backing up critical data, installing and updating software, updating virus definitions.
Background that helps explain this org's understanding of importance of tech. mgt.
Files lost, backups not performed, backups corrupt, prevalence of viruses and spyware.
E.g. new ways to manage backups and software updates.
Technology Technology Management Infrastructure
Staff Program Facilities Organization
Context Description Chart
Current
Relevant History
Problems
Opportunities
Who is responsible for planning and budgeting for their technology infrastructure? Do they have a technology planning committee? Who is on the committee? Is technology planning one person’s job? Is it anyone’s job?
How long has their current technical plan been in place? Have they had a plan in the past that has gone stale? Have they ever attempted to do a plan?
Do they have a long list of problems across all areas of information management, communications, management, etc that suggests a need for coordinated technology planning?
E.g. are organizations like theirs using technology in a myriad of ways that they are not?
Can files be shared internally? Are mechanisms in place to ensure data security? Do staff have internet email accounts? Does the organization have the capacity to access the web? Does the organization have a web site supporting its mission that is regularly updated? Does the organization manage the email and web addresses of its donors, funders, clients, and volunteers in the same way it manages other contact information.
How have they shared information within the office in the past? How have they communicated to their constituents and/or donors in the past?
Where are there difficulties and slow-downs in communicating. Where does information get lost?
E.g. how would the organization benefit from an intranet such as by using Sharepoint? How would the organization benefit by using YouTube, Skype, LinkedIn, or other external communications tools.
What information is critical to the organization (e.g. donor, client, case management)? How is the information managed? Is it managed electronically, via paper, or mixed? Does it have information systems to manage its critical information needs? How does information flow electronically among staff in the organization? Is information entered only once, or need it be entered repeatedly?
Have they tried to automate in the past? How has that gone? How have their current databases been built? By staff? Volunteers? Interns?
What are the shortcomings of their current information systems? Duplication of work? Erroneous reports?
How could their operations or programs be enhanced by managing information better?
How does the organization manage its accounting processes? Payroll? Other benefit systems?
How long has it been in place?
Is it causing problems? Are reports accurate and adequate? Does it meet their funders’ requirements?
Can it be done more fluidly? Do cheaper or better alternatives exist?
Business Systems Information Management Internal & External Technology Planning Communications
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Opportunities
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Abstract Design Ethnography (DE) is described as

subject and their environment is necessary to be able
to derive representative insights [Dudek, 2015].

an ethnographical approach that goes beyond
observation and participation in the field. The goal
is to observe, participate, but also direct interactions
with people. DE in information systems has
developed only since recent years. Literature
provide little practical guidance to conduct research
that is led by this methodology. Therefore, this
article identifies the lessons learned that can serve as
a guidance to engage in the field during the RE
process. The engagement at HLH shows that the DE
methodology is used best at the center of all the
methods. This method can identify the best
allocation of resources and set the right conditions
for gathering requirements. Because of its futureoriented approach, where it focuses on sustainable
engagement, DE suits well in the development cycle
of healthcare systems partly since continuous study
is needed whether systems are well aligned with the
needs of stakeholders.

In information systems development, ethnography is
adopted and progressing since the research
environment in IS liberated in the late 90’s where
Harvey and Meyers [Harvey, 1995] were on the
fundaments of applying ethnographic research in the
field of Information Systems. Design Ethnography
started in the paradigm of design anthropology.
Anthropologists
have
been
involved
in
designprojects for several years. However, only
recently the field has emerged, which aims to
integrate the strengths of design-thinking and
anthropological research [Gunn, 2013]. Design
anthropology shifts from solely observation and
interpretation, to collaborating, intervening and
(co)creating. This progressed and more research was
done specifically on ethnographical aspects
[Genzuk,
2003;
Anderson,2003].
Design
ethnography in information systems, according to
Baskerville [2013] has developed only since recent
years, where before most ethnographic research has
been based on the traditional anthropological model
of ethnography.

Design Ethnography, Requirements
Engineering,
Conceptual
Ethnography
Methodologies, Information Systems Development
Keywords

Behavioral Science, like ethnographic research, is
one of the two main paradigms in information
system development [Bariff, 1992]. The additional
paradigm that characterizes information systems
development is design science. In contrast to
behavioral science, which aims for developing and
verifying the theories that explain or predict human
and organizational behavior; design science aims for
extending boundaries of the human and

1. INTRODUCTION
Design Ethnography is described in the literature as
an ethnographical approach that goes beyond
observation and participation in the field. In design
ethnography, the people, or research subjects, are
studied in the environments where they live, work
and interact. The goal is to observe, participate, but
also direct interactions with people. Understanding,
or empathy, of the researcher towards the research
1

organizational capacities by creating innovating,
new artifacts [Hevner, 2004].

approaches often look at the group in isolation,
within the boundaries of the research system, or
scope. The approach of holistic ethnography is to
look at the research system in an encompassing way,
or at least to “broaden the lens” the researcher is
looking through as much as possible while being as
unbiased as possible. This includes all internal and
external interactions and behavior [Whitehead,
2002].

Design ethnography combines Design Science and
Behavioural Science methodologies [Baskerville,
2015]. This article points out the important lessons
that can be learned from using design ethnography
in information systems design. First, a review of
methodological aspects of ethnography is presented
to explore the rationale behind design ethnography.
In section 3 the application of design ethnography is
laid out, introducing the design ethnography
framework. Section 4 presents the requirements
engineering process in information systems
development, including the case in Haydom,
Tanzania on which this article is based. In the fifth
section the practises and guidelines of design
ethnography in information systems development is
analyzed. Section 6 presents the lessons learned and
the barriers to the methodologies. Finally, section 7
concludes and provides recommendations for
further research.

The approach of semiotic ethnographic research is a
method that focuses of the meaning of the
observations and studies the implications of the
context from the research subject’s point of view. It
looks at signs and meanings of communication. It
attempts to the norms and values that structure the
culture and the nature of human behavior. Semiotic
research is centralized around the objectivity of
observations and methods, where it makes an effort
to approach the environments the research subjects
act in in a structured manner. On the other hand, it
accounts for the unstructured human behavior where
it grasps the subjects’ interactions and their (nonverbal) signs such as social interventions, rituals and
traditions, and the implications [Vannini, 2007].

2. METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS
To analyze the implications of design ethnography
in information systems development, the different
methodologies need to be found. A literature review
is conducted to find cases about design ethnography
and the methodologies around it.

The approach of behavioristic ethnographic research
is to uncover relating patterns in the observed
behavior of research subjects [Roy, 2012]. This
method lays emphasis on identifying relevant
domains, or activity, and their functionality and then
supporting the theoretical framework with
observational data. Behavioristic ethnography
culminates on the etic interpretations of the results.
this systematic approach, of analyzing behavior
through behavior theories that are supported by
observations and interpreted afterwards, are
beneficial for the researcher to substantiate his or her
findings [Munroe, 2000].

Ethnography methods
Meyers [1999] already explained the need of
obtaining a deep understanding of the people, the
organization and the context they work in. With
ethnographic methods, like holistic, semiotic, and
behavioristic ethnography, this deep understanding
can be achieved [Meyers, 1999]. Although
ethnography is far from efficient, it has the potential
to be an effective method for requirements gathering
in healthcare systems. It provides better insights in
the acceptance of IT systems and the attitude
towards a healthcare system [Ahlan, 2014].

Although ethnographic research is sometimes seen
as one of the most in-depth research methods
possible [Meyers, 1999] there are some challenges
regarding the participating and interaction with the
research subject. A researcher will be involved in the
system for a long time. He or she will observe the
people within the system intensively receiving a lot
of information about the activities and habits of the
stakeholders and the context they work in. Since he

The holistic approach of ethnographic research is a
traditional method of studying people and their
environment where it aims on explaining the
situation more than describing it. With many
anthropological studies, the people and their
environment are studied in a vacuum. These
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or she is solely observing at first, there are no initial
challenges of understanding and interpreting actions
of stakeholders. Ethnographic research is therefore
well-suited for providing designers extensive
insights into human, social and organizational
aspects of information systems in the next sections
the implications of the challenges regarding
participation and interaction will be further laid out.

Design Ethnography methodology
Design ethnography is a methodology where the
engineer goes beyond solely observation and
actively engages with people in the field, or system.
This method is intended to bridge the gap between
ethnography and design science [Baskerville, 2015].
Design ethnography builds on ethnography for
Information systems development and ethnography
to study information systems development. It
combines the engaging approach with verification
phases. Because of its interactive nature, design
ethnography is generative as well as it is descriptive.
Design ethnography is used for sustainable
engagement where the researcher is actively
intervening in changing the context in which the
researcher, or engineer, is working.

Ethnography approaches
There are different approaches of ethnographical
research. There is a distinction between
ethnographies of information system development,
ethnographies for information system development
and ethnographies within information system
development [Beynon-Davies, 1997]. Ethnography
of information systems is meant to study the
information system development. This methodology
can be used in this context for both validation and
analyzing existing systems. In ethnography for
information system development, the studies are a
resource, particularly in highlighting the important
place of tacit knowledge in the organization. For
ethnography
within
information
systems
development, researchers use it as a development
technique, particularly for requirements elicitation
and in some ways for evaluating, validating and
learning in information systems projects.

In design ethnography, tools that can include
intervention need to be added to the ethnography
methods. This incorporates perceptual synthesis.
This is a form of conceptual association with
synthesis in a visual way, and potential relationing,
“which is a performance as a way to explore the
social embeddedness of possible future practices”
[Baskerville, 2015: p.31]. Baskerville and Kilbourn
[2013] propose different tools for design
ethnography.
Co-planning and co-designing:
Co planning and co designing involve that designers
and the end-users are working together in the design
process.

The goal of ethnographic research within, and in
some respect ethnography for, information systems
is to improve the researcher’s understanding of
human thought and action through interpretation of
human actions in its context [Slack, 1995]. The
preferred way of the engineer to contribute to the
understanding of an information system is study
how information systems affect social interaction
and how this creates the internal relationships
[Myers, 1997]. While researchers immerse
themselves in the life of the groups and people they
are studying, for information systems development
this method might be somewhat passive. This is
inherent to the methodology and is very effective for
its purpose, though it focuses solely on the current
situation and is at times intensive for its outcomes.
For this reason, design ethnography is introduced,
that has a more engaging character and is
concentrated on the design of information systems.

Perceptual synthesis:
Perceptual synthesis involves the use of visual
represented and non-textual ways, such as pictures,
in a group of stakeholders. Insights from each
stakeholder’s observations in their perception are
combined and used to generate subjects in the group
[Kilbourn, 2013].
Experience juxtaposing:
Experience juxtaposing involves exploring the
potential of future experiences and comparing these
with current experiences [Kilbourn, 2013], an
example imagining how a new product might
improve the patient’s health [Baskerville, 2015].
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Potential relationing:
Potential relationing involves exposing current
practices and relationships and subsequently
exploring how people wish them to change. Role
play and acting are useful ways to explore the social
embeddedness of possible future practices
[Kilbourn, 2013].

Different from most behavioral science approaches,
design ethnography operates in a more futureoriented way. Because of the fact that design
ethnography has its basis in design, it has more
prescriptive components. This means in partial that
design ethnography takes into account that the
society or research system will change: gradually or
abrupt and in an expected or unexpected way
[Smith, 2013]. Although design ethnography
focuses
around
long-term,
future-oriented
knowledge, the engagements are typically shorter. It
focusses instead on shorter series of engagements.
This shall increase the efficiency of the field studies
and allows to operate in different environments. The
future orientation of design ethnography is a reason
for its basis in design. This since design is seen as a
continues aspect of development in, for example,
information systems. Figure 1 shows this position of
design ethnography in information systems
development. In design ethnography, additional
tools need to be used with intervention. The
generative nature of the engagement means that it
would appropriate to create or improvise original
tools that fit the unique situation depending on the
everyday design setting. Gatt [2013] states that
design is not restricted to one act but it is an ongoing
human attribute of designing. Design ethnography
methodologies use the gathered knowledge to reflect
across cultural or research system boundaries.

This puts the ethnography in perspective to the
design phase, where the design is seen as the
intervention part and the ethnography the
descriptive method. Together with the research
subjects, the design activities are conducted while
the ethnography activities are arranged to capture
knowledge about the design exercises.
Design ethnography is a new ethnography method
that needs engagement of the engineer, and induces
engagement of the research subject. This method has
a future-oriented involving and prescriptive theory,
as well as intervention, which aims for highly
detailed descriptions about the knowledge obtained
of social and cultural, and technological values and
practices.

3. APPLICATION OF DE
The practices of design ethnography are to generate
and to describe within, for example, information
systems development. Design engineering is
expanding current practices that are focusing solely
on descriptive practices. It extends in the way that
design ethnography studies the research subject,
society and culture through synthesis and
intervention instead of focusing on only analysis.
The researcher using design ethnography, uses
design-like methods for reasoning and improvising
to introduce concepts and artefacts in the research
setting [Smith, 2013]. To open the researchers scope
he or she should be engaging in the design and
correspond to the study setting. Correspondence is
the concept which incorporates the engagement of
the researcher in mutual dependence and
interactions and contrasts the research setting. The
researcher should study the society of the research
system in a way that it involves the design steps in a
matter that is in correspondence with all the
stakeholders [Gatt, 2013].

Figure 1: Place of Design Ethnography in Development
of IS [Baskerville, 2013]

The aspect of a broader scope emerges its suitability
for the use of ethnography early in the design
process and makes it an effective method to gather
requirements and have a future-oriented focus. The
approach of temporary engagements makes room
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for combining other methods for requirements
engineering, information systems development and
design. Within these temporary engagements, the
concept of correspondence, as described in the
previous section, is open ended. This means that the
researcher is aiming at correspondence that is
expected to continue in the future [Gatt, 2013].

primarily done within the initial contact with the
local stakeholders, before the actual research on
these stakeholders takes place. During the rest of the
project these qualities should be maintained
alongside the stakeholder research. During this
phase, the stakeholders will be analyzed using
ethnography methods. Hence, they will be observed
in an objective way. This is especially useful when
the shared understanding hasn’t developed
adequately.

4. RE PROCESS IN INFORMATION
SYSTMS DEVELOPMENT

Parallel to using the ethnography methods, local
stakeholders are interviewed. This is done to
broaden the scope of requirements and to increase
the engagement where the used ethnographic
methodologies aim at. There are different techniques
used to interview the stakeholders. The more
structured interview methods are mainly used for
requirements elicitation whereas loose structured
methods are essentially used to obtain engagement,
acceptance and increase social capital. Furthermore,
other techniques are used to identify needs, to gather
requirements and for validation and evaluation.
Since design ethnography combines observant and
engagement approaches this was in the center of all
the methods used. The proper allocation could be
identified by using design ethnography and the right
conditions could be created using it. Also, since
design ethnography has a more efficient character
than conventional methodologies, this is the reason
the approach allows for a combination with other
methodologies.

In order to research the design ethnography
methodology when engaging in information system
development projects, a case study is reviewed. This
case study is a master thesis project conducted in
Haydom, Tanzania [Vos, 2017]. Its research goal is:
“Developing
a
Requirements
Engineering
framework for a healthcare system in rural hospitals
of sub-Saharan countries”. The challenge in this
research is to elicit the right requirements with the
available resources in a way that they allow for a
new system that is designed in a future-oriented,
sustainable way. The context the case study was
performed in is the fact that there is little shared
understanding on the processes and operations in the
hospital in a technological matter. This challenge led
eventually to the development of a new RE
framework. The case study is performed in a rural
hospital: Haydom Lutheran Hospital. The
engagement at HLH is intended to give a complete
manageable set of applicable requirements with
satisfactory quality. This should lay out a basis to
come up with a healthcare system that improves the
operations, the structure and the transparently of the
hospital.

The future-orienting nature of design ethnography
fits well in the development of a healthcare system
in this context. This is because healthcare is
characterized by complex processes for the care of
patients. This requires exceptional level of
communication between healthcare specialists and
professionals and between different departments and
institutions. When processes are not flawless, this
has a significant impact on the patients’ health.
Furthermore, it impacts the efficiency of the use of
the available resources and the hospital’s services.
Therefore,
engineering
requirements
for
information systems in healthcare is a complex
process. There is a need for constant evaluation and
upgrading the healthcare systems. Without this, the
quality of the care cannot be guaranteed and poorly

Research at HLH
The research on local stakeholders is performed to
gather the right requirements based on the desires of
the end-users. Also, this on-site research serves as a
catalyst to increase the end users’ acceptance of the
development information system. Different
techniques are used to elicit the requirements from
the end-users. The techniques used, with a main
focus on ethnographic methods, are aimed at
obtaining insights in the end-user perspective and in
their perspective of the system they work in. It is
important to identify common grounds and gain a
shared understanding of the situation. This is
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maintained systems can harm the patients [Garde,
2006].

considered. Firstly, realistic ethnography, where the
researcher observes and stays out of sight, or
preferably a more confessional ethnographic
approach to observe the local stakeholders. This
combined with interviewing, brainstorming and
discussion meetings to engage the end-users.
Secondly, in design ethnography the observant and
engagement aspects are intertwine in one method.
Since initially different interviews were held and
meeting were planned, this was combined with
confessional ethnography. This approach evolved to
a design ethnography approach when the RE process
emerged. During design ethnography, the researcher
is more involved and tries to interact with the group
that is been researched. The aim of the researcher is
to obtain observant information: the daily processes
HLH’s staff are following. The researcher engages
in daily activities to obtain more information about
values, organizational culture and underlying
relations. Lastly the researcher interacts and actively
engages with HLH in a future-oriented way: to
design, create, innovate and improvise current and
potential systems that influences cultural and social
values in the hospital.

Accordingly, advanced information systems in
healthcare are essential to improve the quality of
hospitals’ processes and thereby its care services. In
many healthcare systems, however, the information
systems are not completely aligned with the users’
needs. Therefore, introducing new information
systems also introduces risks. Factors of failure
include technical inconsistencies as well as human
issues and non-technological issues. Many of these
issues occur already in the design phase.
To align the needs of the user with the healthcare
information system, methods from user-centered
design approaches can be used and implemented in
a user-centered requirements engineering method.
This consists of systems that are modeled conform
the characteristics and tasks of stakeholders
[Samaras, 2005].

5. ANALYSIS
To elicit the right requirements from the local
stakeholders, they must be consulted thoroughly.
Since the local stakeholders have inadequate
knowledge about IT and the information systems
itself, a combination of methods is used to obtain the
requirements.

In the end, the experiences of design ethnography in
this context is among others a problem that occurs
more often [Hughes, 2003]. This issue is about the
knowledge that needs to be translated into a design
process. In this case, ethnographic research is
combined
with
other,
more
hands-on,
methodologies such as scenario sketching and use
cases. This makes the transition to design, or a set of
requirements more straight forward. It was found
however, that there is a tension between the
emphasis on the culture, the individual actions and a
sense of the setting and mood of the research system
regarding the ethnographic approach and the design
approach where an unambiguously set of
requirements is needed to build the IS system. This
reveals the tension and a need of balance between
soft, broad and relativizing approaches and the hard,
specific, technological engineers or designers.

In the first sessions in the case, where interviewing
is used to gather knowledge about the users’
processes the interviews were partly structured and
on an individual basis. The interviews showed that
there were disparities between the researcher and
user and therefore the consecutive interviews had a
more relation strengthening character. Most
interviews were then used to guide were knowledge
could be acquired best. This includes a deeper notion
of the underlying relationships, the issues and
opportunities.
Further research on the stakeholders included the
research of the different users at HLH. This was
done by joining several staff in their daily work. Due
to the long-term goals of the research engagement,
maintaining relationships is important in this
project. Only observing without proper integration
is not desired. Therefore, two approaches are

6. LESSONS LEARNED
By the research in the paper and mainly by the case
study at HLH, different lessons could be taken from
ethnographic research in IS development. One of the
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advantages compared to other methodologies is the
characterization of the real-world situation. Where
use cases tend to simplify the research system,
design ethnography studies this system while
maintaining a substantive real-word view. This
allows the researcher to map new requirements
better on the situation than when modeling the
requirements and the system. Another important
lesson is the fact that it is crucial to deeply
understand the context staff is working in. Only
then, certain needs, desires and actions can be
understood and transitioned into applicable
requirements.

Design ethnography is especially helpful when the
researcher has more resources available then the
local stakeholders, mainly regarding available time.
Although the stakeholders need to be involved, in
times the researcher can have a more observant role.
This varies throughout the project in line with the
available resources.

Opposed to conventional observant-oriented
ethnography methods, in design ethnography, the
researcher needs some initial understanding to
effectively engage with the local stakeholders. This
understanding can be done to some extend during
the study. However, due to the short-term nature of
the engagement itself (as part of a series of
engagements, making the, long-term oriented,
project) makes this undesirable for the project.

Barriers
The barriers contain the following where some were
to be expected where others were sometimes less
obvious. Since those IS development projects
require large investments compared to available
resources in these environments, there were
significant concerns about costs, especially when
discussing maintenance costs, which were often
underestimated or overlooked. Also, since the users
experience more short-time disadvantages instead of
the long-term advantages, they perceive changes in
their work, and system as more inefficient and
therefore they look up to the large changes and the
implementation of the system. The latter is also
induced by previous projects when there is no
sufficient training or maintenance of knowledge and
skills.

Design ethnography also supports overcoming
barriers to the project. While engaging and
observing the local stakeholders, the researcher
identifies the barriers and the potential solutions to
overcome these barriers as well.

During the design ethnography study, there was a
focus on engaging with every stakeholder equally.
This implies that an effort is made to have identical
engagement with each stakeholder. It turned out
however, that it is more effective to rally behind a
dominant stakeholder and direct them. In this
context, they increased the sense of ownership of the
hospital in the hospital. Apart from using design
ethnography to engage with stakeholders, it turned
out that brainstorm sessions were very effective to
increase their involvement, sometimes rather than to
come up with requirements. This shows that when
directing interactions while using the design
ethnography approach, flexibility in directing these
interactions is important.

Reasons for resistance and perceiving barriers are
also that, in this case, an external researcher forces a
new system on them, and in this context, especially
at HLH, the staff experiences this frequently. Again,
involvement is key, but it is also crucial that the local
stakeholders get a sense of ownership of the
developing system. A common organizational
related barrier arises when some departments
needed to be more transparent or share information
and responsibilities. During the case, mainly the
research department, that operated more
independently and the accounting department, that
work quite isolated, show resistance towards sharing
their operations. Therefore, emphasis on
organizational change and acceptance towards it
needs be put early in the design phase.

One of the drawbacks of this extensive involvement
is the decrease in efficiency. Stakeholders will then
implore the researcher or engineer for help and
advice. While this supports the relationship, it may
not be in line with the project. Therefore, the
researcher needs to be aware of being actively
engaged in an efficient way and being observant and
focused on the RE process while maintaining
relationships.
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One of the dilemmas is the level of standardization
within the healthcare system. On the one hand it
increases efficiency, but some stakeholders need
more room for flexible input and output. This differs
between departments and different roles and tasks,
but also between staff since they have different
routines, uses or knowledge about the system.

Further research
Based on the study in this article an application, and
partly a customization, of design ethnography
methods has been laid out. Discussion of the
outcomes and limitations of the study resulted in
proposals for further research.
Further research can be done on the effect of design
ethnography in healthcare systems for rural
hospitals in developing countries. In order to get a
conclusive understanding of the implications of the
methodology, this approach should be further
validated. More studies similar to this research
should be done to investigate whether these studies
also result in similar lessons learned. This would
increase the validity of the lessons learned
formulated here. The validation by these studies
include conducting more development projects in
different projects, and explore the differences with
projects that used other approaches. Also, this
method attempts to engage with the research
subjects. Although different methods used induced a
sense of ownership by the local stakeholders to some
extent, more emphasis should be given to this matter
when developing future information systems. The
usefulness of this and other lessons learned can be
assessed by applying these lessons learned during
the development of those future information
systems.

All these barriers need to be solved in a customized
way, depending on the situation and the involved
stakeholders. Using observations and the
engagement from the design ethnographic
methodology, potential solutions are found.

7. CONCLUSIONS & FURTHER
RESEARCH
This article presents different approaches of
ethnographic research. It shows the application in
information systems development and especially in
requirements engineering during the development of
a healthcare system for rural hospitals in developing
countries. Within this case in the context of Haydom
Lutheran Hospital in Haydom, Tanzania.
Conclusion
Ethnographic research in information system
development has proven to be effective, although
not always efficient. Design ethnography tries to
structure the balance that the researcher needs to
have, in order to engage properly and work
efficiently at the same time. This structured
approach, while the methodology is relatively
flexible, allows the researcher to use a combination
of methods to conduct the requirements engineering
phase. The engagement at HLH shows that the
design ethnography methodology is used best at the
center of all the methods. This method is able to
identify the best allocation of research and can set
the right conditions for gathering requirements.
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